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How Industrial Unionism Was Won: 

THE GREAT 

FLINT SIT-DOWN STRIKE 

AGAINST GM 

• 

~e foreman paced slowly past his workmen, 
his eyes darting in and out of the machines, 
f"ager for any betraying gesture. He heard no 
word, and he saw no gesture •. The hands flashed, 
the backs bent, the arms reached out in monoto
nous perfection. The foreman went back to his 
little desk and sat squirming on the smooth
seated swivel chair. He felt profoundly disturbed. 
Something, he knew, was coming off. But what? 
For God's sake, what? 

It was 1:57 A.M., January 29, 1936. 
The tirebuilders worked in smooth frenzy, 

sweat arO\Uld their necks, under their arms. The 
belt clattered, the insufferable i'aebt and din and 
monotonous clash and uproar went on in steady 
rbytbm. 'lbe clock on the south wall, a big plain 
clock, hesitated; its minute hand jumped to two. 
A tt:rebuilder at the end of the line looked up, saw 

1936-37 

the hand jump. The foreman was sitting quietly 
staring at the lines of men working under the 
vast pools of light. Outside, in the winter night, 
the streets were empty, and the whir of the 
factory sounded faintly on the snow- swept yard. 

The tirebuilder at the end of the line gulped. 
His hands· stopped their quick weaving motions. 
Every man on the line stiffened. All over the 
vast room, hands hesitated. The foreman saw 
the falter, felt it instantly. He jumped up, but he · 
stood beside his desk, his eyes darting quickly 
from ooe line to another. 

This was it, then. But what was happening? 
Where was it starting? He stood perfectly still, 
his heart beating furiously, his throat feeling 
dry, watching the hesitating hands, watching the 
broken rhythm. 

Then the tirebuilder at the end of the line 
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walked three steps to the master safety switch 
and, drawing a deep breath, he pulled up the 
heavy wooden handle. With this signal, in perfect 
synchronization, with the rhythm they had learned 

. in a great mass-production industry, the tire
builders stepped back from their machines. 

Instantly, the noise stopped. The whole room 
lay in perfect silence. The tirebuilders stood in 
long lines, touching each other, perfectly motion
less, deafened by the silence. A moment ago 
there had been the weaving hands, the revolving 
wheels, the clanking belt, the moving hooks, the 
flashing tire tools. Now there was absolute 
stillness, no motion anywhere, no sound. 

Out of the terrifying quiet came the wondering 
voice of a big tirebuilder near the windows: 

Le victory of the Akron rubber workers 
revealed the full power of the sit-down strike 
for the first time. The tactic of seizing. posses
sion of, and holding, great plants was not en
tirely unknown to the workers of the United 
States, but nothing Uke its mushrooming during 
the struggles of the mid-Thirties had ever b.eer. 
seen before. In the sit-down strike the workers 

"Jesus Christ, it' s like the end of the world." 
He broke the spell, the magic moment of 

stillness. For now his awed words said the 
same thing to every man, ''We done it! We 
stopped the belt! By God, we done it!'' And 
m~n began to cheer hysterically, to shout and 
howl in the fresh silence. Men wrapped long 
sinewy arms around their neighbors' shoulders, 
screaming, "We done it! We done it!" 

For the first time iri history, American mass
production workers had stopped a conveyor belt 
and halted the inexorable movement of factory 
machinery. 

-From Industrial Valley, by Ruth McKenney, 
New York, 1939, pp. 261-2. 

found a weapon with which they could conquer 
the powerful resistance to unionization they met 
in the driye to organize rubber, auto, steel, 
electrical and other basic industries. One by one 
giant mantifacturiug corporations like General 
Motors, United States Steel, General Electric 
and Goodyear, the massive industrial aggr£:gates 
of monopoly capital, were compelled to recognize 
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and deal with the union. In some cases the re
sistance of the giants collapsed at scarcely more 
than the threat of a sit-down because they had 
seen its power. We could say that industrial 
unionism was born in the sit-down strikes. Cer
tainly the impetus given to unionization by the sit
down strikes in 1936-7 was the main force that 
finally brought more than five millions into the 
emerging Congress of Industrial Organizations 
(CIO). 

Ole union more than any other, the United 
Auto Workers, can be singled out as th~ greatest 
contributor to the organization of Ute CIO and the 
success of industrial unionism because ~t took 
leadership and because its struggle was fought 
out most decisively. 

Ole company more than any other, General 
Motors, can be singled out as 'the key to the 
organization of the auto workers because it was 
the largest manufacturer in the industry-and 
the largest manufacturing corporation in the 
world-and was the first to be organized. 

. Ole part of the GM empire mor,e than any 
other, Flint, Michigan, was the bastion that the 
workers had to take in order to smash the open 
shop among the mass of unskilled workers in the 
auto industry. It was here that most of the bodies 
for all GM cars, and all the engines for its 
biggest money-maker, Chevrolet, were manu
factured. Flint was possibly the most completely 

· controlled of any company town in the country. 

·For 44 days, from December 30, 1936 to 
February 11, 1937, the GM workers fought,.the 
corporation in a great sit-down struggle, center
ed in 'Flint, to test whether a union could or could 
not exist in General Motors. In this test GM em
ployed every tactic its strength and cunning could 
devise, including full use of every level of gov
ernment it controlled. The workers, employing' 
the tactic of the sit-down to a degree llllequalled 
in the colllltry' s history, met attack with counter
attack, took the offensive' and finally emerged 
with a decisive victory. 

1be Flint strike was pre~eded by a fresh wave 
of unionization, born of desperate conditions, that 

•swept through the masses of working people. This 
.power took shape in militant strikes, in bitter 
struggles and protest actioqs in many indust,ries, 
and in the rallying of millions to the cause of 
labor. And it might come as a surprise to the 
auto workers of 1967 that thirty years ago it was 
the ~ommunists and the Communist Party that 
"played a fundamental role" in the building of 
the UAW. However, as will be seen, fundamental 
weaknesses existed within this communist 
leadership 'which ' were rpartly l'esponsible ! for 
the wbrkers' inability to withstand a, later 
bosses' offensive that attempted to wipe out all 
the gains of the 1937 victory. 

Despite these weaknesses, the Flint sit-down 

was a peak at which the workers made a stand 
and by the- strength of collective action turned 
defeat into victory. It demonstrated the tre
mendous power inherent in such unshakeable 
unity. It contains more lessons for the working
class than any other struggle for industrial 
unionism, and perhaps than any other labor 
struggle in our history. 

One of the first sit-down strikes occurred 
in 1906 at General Electric' s Schenectady, New 
York plant. 1 In 1910, women garment workers 
in New York City sat down in. a shop to prevent 
their bosses from farming out work to· con
tractors not on strike. 2 Variations . occurred 
in Poland, Yugoslavia and France fro~ the end 
of the First World War to the early Thirties. 
In 1933, 2,500 workers stayed inside the Hormel 
Packing Company plant in Austin, Minnesota, 
during a three-day strike. 3 

An origin of 'the concept among the rubber 
workers is cited by labor historian Louis Adam
ic. 4 Two teams of rubber workers were play
ing baseball in Akron one Sunday afternoon in 
1933. Suddenly they refused to continue the game 
because they discovered that the umpire, 'wl\Om 
they and the fans disliked anway, was not a un'ton 
man. They' just sat down on the field. The fans, 
mostly rubber workers, ha1f seriously and half 
in fun, yelled for "a union ump." 1be uscab" 
was forca.d to retire from the field and a union 
man was found to take his place. A few days 
later a dispute broke out in the plant. When the 
foremen denied their gri~vance, the men, re
membering the tac~~c successfully employed on 
the ballfield, sat down-and ;'won. The tactic 
spread rapidly through the industry; the event 
described by Ruth McKenney in Industrial Valley 
was the beginning of the first factory-wide sit
down by rubber workers. From there the con-

' cept spread to workers of the other basic in
dustries. Adamic attributes the leadership of the 
early rubber industry sit-downs to left-wingers 
working in Akron at the time. European press 
coverage of the 1936 Akron sit-downs was be
lieved to have directly influenced the sit-down 
strike in the Semperit rubber works in Cracow, 
Poland on March 22, 1936, in which six workers 
were killed and 22 wounded. s 

U.S. wor~ers found the.sit-down to have many 
advantages over the traditional forms of strike. 
It prevents the use of scabs to opei;ate a factory, 
since the strikers guard the mabhines~ It is hard
er for the company to oust. men from inside a 
plant than break through an 'encircling picket line. 
Bosses are more reluctant j.o Tesort to strike-
1:>reaking violence,· because it directly endangers 
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millions of dollars of company property, vast 
assembly lines and unfinished products. The use 
of machine guns, tear gas and gangsters is much 
less effective. It is harder to label strikers 
aggressors while they are inside. 

In a sit-down the workers' morale is heighten
ed. 'Ibey are inside and therefore know for certain 
that scabs are not operating the machines; they 
are really protecting their jobs and this leads to 
a higher degree of solidarity and militancy. 'Ibe 

· men are protected from weather. They are never 
scattered, but are always on call at a moment's 
notice in case of trouble. The basic democratic 
character of the sit-down is guaranteed by the 
fact that the workers on the line, rather than out
side officials, determine its course. 

Finally, defense against labor spies-a con
stant threat in the Thirties-is perfected because 
a sit-down can be started by one dr two rank
and-file leaders over an issue that aifects the 
entire plant. The workers vote by putting down 
their tools. 

The sit-down is not a revolutionary action; 
it does not challenge the boss's ownership of 
the plant but only, as with traditional strike 
forms, his right to fire the workers and operate 
with scabs. Nevertheless, the experience of the 
Thirties in the U.S. demonstrated the sit-down 
as a more intense form of struggle that qtim
ulates tremendous initiative among the rank
and-file, especially among those on the inside 
during a prolonged strike. 

~ere is no question that the auto workers 
needed a new weapon with which to figb.t the 
giant corporations that owned them body and soul. 
GM ran Flint like a feudal bar('lny. Eighty per cent 
of the population of 150,000 were directly de
pendent on GM for livelihood, 20 per cent in
directly. Forty-five thousand men and women 
toiled in the GM Flint plants, heart and net:Ve 
center of the corporation' s world-wide empire. 
In the summer of 1936 every city official-the 
mayor, city manager, police chief and the judges 
-were GM stockholders or officials, or both. The 
only local newspaper, The Flint Journal, was 100 
per cent GM, all the time. The corporation con
trolled the radio station directly: even paid- fOI" 
time was denied the union during the fight for 
unionization •. The school board, welfare depart
ment and all other government agencies were 
directly under the thumb of the corporation. Bill
boa,:ds throughout the city acclaimed "the happy 
GM family." 

Total domination of the workers and the 
community in which they lived was part of the 
system by which GM was able to net an average 

annual profit of $173 millions from 1927 to 
1937 6 during the depths of the Great Depres
sion. Eighty stockholders became million
aires in four years during the late Twenties 
on GM dividends alone. In 1936 the auto giant 
completed a quarter century with profits that 
totaled an astronomical $2.5 billions, a figure 
unequalled by any other corporation in the world 

Strikers inside Fisher Body No. L 
to thattime. Its 1936 net profit was $225 millions, 
a rate of 24 per cent on a capitalization of $945 
millions. No wonder it has earned and kept the 
title of the "world' s greatest money-maker" 
among all corporations. 

GM, in 1936 employing 55 per cent of all U.S. 
auto workers in 69 plants, was bigger than 
Ford and Chrysler combined. Three hundred 
and fifty of its officers and directors were paid 
ten million dollars in salaries that year. Its two 
top officers, Alfred Sloan and William Knudson, 
received $375,000 each in 1935. Its seventh 
vice-president, one Charles Wilson, received 
$190,000. 7 The giant was controlled by the 
DuPont interests, which owned about a quarter 
of the stock. 

The condition of the auto workers was in 
stark contrast to that of their bosses. In 1935, 
a year in which the government declared $1,600 
as the minimum income on which a family of 
four coulrt live, decently, the average autowork
er took home $900. Most lived in fearful in
security. A foreman could fire at will. Layoffs 
between the old and new model year lasted from 
three to five months, without unemployment 
insurance. A compulsory loan system prevailed, 
under which GM deducted principal plus interest 
on the worker's return to employment 1n the fall. 
cutting wages 10 per cent. 

But it was the speed-up that made life in
tolerable. A wife described her husband as 
"c.,oming home so dog tired he couldn't even 
walk upstairs to bed but crawled on his hands 
and knees." 

One witness reported: " The men worked like 
fiends, their jaws set and eyes on fire. Nothing 
in the world exists for them except the line 
chassis bearing down on them relentlessly. They 
come along on a conveyor, and as each passes, 
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the worker has to finish his particular job before 
the next one bears· down on him. The line moves 
'fast and the· chassis are close together. The men 
mo·~e like lightning. Some are underneath on their 
ba.Cles on little carts, propelling themselves by 
their heels all day long, fixing something under
neath the chassis as they move along." s 

Young workers, unused to the unbearable pace, 
couldn't eat until they threw up their previous 
meals when they got home. One worker told 
Atlantic Monthly that he had been made so 
dizzy by the constant noises of the assembly 
line that when he left the plant he could not 
r emember where he had parked his car. 9 

Walter Moore, a welder, father of eight and 
-section organizer for the Communist Party iii 
Flint, told a reporter: "Did you everrsee a house 
in the co\Dltry on fire? 'Ibey tear up the carpets, 
rip out- the furniture, throw everything out of the 
windows and doors, work at white heat while great 
:red names shoot up to the sky. Well, that's a 
shop, only in a shop it goes on and on; the fire 
never goes out." 10 

Flint workers were described as having a 
" peculiar, gray, jaundiced color," like "a city 
of tuberculars," 11 and in July, 1936, when 
temperatures soared over 100 degrees, deaths 
in Michigan's auto plants rose- into the hun
dreds. 12 

'lbe speed-up was ·intensified by the ever-

-""" 
••• An auto worker d ies-but union won 

present threat of layoffs~ ''The fear of layoff 
is always in their minds, even 1f not definitely 
brought there by the foremen. The speed-up is 
thus inherent in the ••• lack of steady work and 
an army of unemployed waiting outside.'' 13 

Jt was the speed-up that organized Flint. 
If any worker had "strange ideas" in his head 

about a union, a vast network of company spies 
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was present to ferret him rut immediately. In
exorable working- class pressure had forced ex
posures like those that came out of a Senate 
subcommittee of the Committee on Education and 
Labor, headed by Robert LaFollette. Testimony 
before that Committee-much of it by workers 
at the risk of their lives-revealed that · GM 
spent $839,000 in 1934 alone on "detective 
work," 14 more than half of it paid to the 
Pinkerton agency. Hundreds of spies worked in 
the plants, seeking out those who had union "in
clinations." GM was a member of the National 
Metal Trades Association, a company group that 
supplied labor spies to terrorize workers and 
import scabs and helped set up company unions 
to break or forestall legitimate unions. The 
Committee reported that the Justice Department 
and Army and Navy Intelligence worked with this 
outfit in union-busting forays. Little came of 
these revelations, since, in the final analysis, it 
was the W1ion victories of the workers themselves 
that ended the terror in the plants. · 

In addition, GM used the forces of the notorious 
Black Legion, a DuPont-financed terror group 
that beat, tarred and feathered and murdered 
active unionists. GM foremen were actually seen 
donning black robes inside the plant inprepara
tion for a Black Legion raid. 1s Organized force 
inside the plants had to be defeated to bring the 
union to auto. 

Attempts had been made to fight the auto 
moguls early in the depression. In July 1930 a 
communist- led union struck Fisher Body No. 1 
and marched into downtown Flint with banners 
flying: "In 1776 we fought for Liberty. Today 
we fight for bread." 16 

Prior to this there had been little organizing 
attempted in the auto industry. However, in 1933, 
the Trade Union Unity League (TUUL), a left-led 
organizing group, created the Auto Workers 
Union along industrial lines. It conducted strikes 
which eventually involved tens of thousands and 
which were met with ferocious brutality, es
peci~lly at the Briggs Auto Works in Flint. The 
TUUl.i· .. type militancy not only earned the hatred 
of . the corporations but also of the staid, sell
out business W1ionism of the AFL pie'cards. 

1be AFL since its birth had opposed the 
organization of unskilled workers, and especially 
aloog industrial lines-that is, placing all the 
different types of workers in one plant into the 
same union. The AFL had intended all along to 
keep auto workers divided, both along craft lines 
and from one plant or company to the next. It 

· organized federal locals for this purpose-groups 
of workers in a particular plant responsible di
rectly to the national Federation and barred from 
joining together with all other auto workers on 
an industry-wide basis. These locals were ruled 
by national officere and an executive board ap-

pointed by AFL President William Greent 
When the AFL attempted to step into the auto 

industry soon after the Briggs strikes, the TUUL 
locals, in a move for unity, dissolved andjoined 
the AFL federal locals. The entrance of the 
TUUL left-wing militants into these locals was 
a first step towards the creation of an industrial 

· union. 17 Thus, when the AF l, attempting to 
contain the auto workers' rising militancy
which was poison to the narrow concepts of 
craft unionism-called a national conference of 
its federal locals, the latter sent rank-and-file 
leaders who called for an ' ' international in
dustrial union.'' As they rose to speak, Willia.In 
Collins, the AFL piecard in charge of auto 
organizing, would snap, "Sit downt You're a 
Communist~ Every time I hear the words 'inter
national industrial union' I know that person ••• 
represents the Communist Party.' 1 ,1s 

Wyndham Mortimer, a militant left-winge 
who led the local which he helped organize 
Cleveland' s White Motor Company-and 'late 
became UA Wfirst vice-president-wrote in 1951 . 
"That there were some Communists amon 
them, there is not the slightest doubt. In fa 
had it not been for the Communists, there t 
serious doubt that the forces of industrial llllion 
ism would have lived through this period.'' 19 

In 1934, President Roosevelt ignored GM' 
refusal to negotiate-a violation of the NRA col 
lective bargaining Section 7a~ He proposed 
compromi~e : proportional representation of 
union groups in a plant-including the compan 
unionst He also set up an Auto Labor Boar 
charged with the responsibility of determin 
which union should represent the workers; t 
union later discovered that labor' s represen~ 
tive on the Board was a member of the Bla 
Legion. 

Disregarding the interests of the rank an 
file while negotiating with the companies, 
AFL l~adership sacrificed every single deman 
including the essential one for union reco 
nition. Thousands of auto workers made h 
bonfires of their union cards and quit in disgu 
The left-wingers organized the Cleveland A 
Council, which sponsored another national co 
ference at which 37 locals were represente 
and again the AF L intervened to try to preve 
an industrial union from forming. 

At that point even a government report wa 
ed that because of "insecurity, low annual ea 
ings, inequitable hiring and rehiring metho . 
espionage, speedup, and displacement of worke 
at an extremely early ·age •••• Unless someth 
is done soon, they (the workers) intend to t 
things into their own hands to get results.'' 2 

Finally, with pressure growing for the m 
organization of auto workers, agreement was w 
in May, 1936, to give the auto workers autono 
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inside the AFL for what was, in effect, an in
dustrial union. The infant UA w-along with the 
other unions affiliated to the newly- emerging 
Committee for Industrial Organization-were 
suspended in August by the AFL leadership 
because of their industrial union concepts. In 
April, 1936, however, the AFL was still trying 
to keep its foot in the door. It succeeded in get
ting a compromise candidate elected pre·sident 
of the new UA w. He was Homer Martin, a former 
Baptist minister and Kansas City Chevrolet 
worker. Martin was long on oratory and had a 
fiair for phrasing the workers' aspirations, 
but he was short on organizing ability and on 
understanding the dynamics of industrial union
ism. For these reasons, the AFL officials felt 
Martin was someone they could use, unlike the 
m111tant left-wing industrial unionists. Mortimer 
was elected first vice-president; Ed Hall, near
ing 50 and having spent n.early all his life in 
Milwaukee's auto plants, the possessor of a basic 
\Dlderstanding of an auto worker's pr-oblems, 
became second vice-president; and Walter 

. Reuther was elected to the Executive Board from 
Detroit's West Side, with what Mortimer charged 
were forged credentials. 21 

In June Mortimer was selected by the 
fledgeling UAW to be its organizer in the heart of 
GM territory. Martin agreed to this because he 
thought Mortimer would be broken there and 
would cease to be a threat to Martin's position 
in the union. 22 Mortimer came from a union 
family ; his father had been a leader of the central 
Pennsylvania Knights of Labor. UAW's Flint 
organizer had been a miner, railroad brakeman, 
steel worker and machinist at White Motor. 

When Mortimer arrived to begin his work in 
the .summer of 1936, there were barely lOOunion 
members in the city, and the majority of those 
were company spies. 23 All the others, 20,000 
of them, had quit. The se Hout policies of the AF L 
leadership and Roosevelt's intervention had 
helped the auto companies destroy any union 
org311ization, however shaky, that had existed in 
Flint. Recognizing the stoolie-ridden, AFL-or
ganized Flint local for what it was, Mortimer set 
about organizing a completely independent group, 
visiting workers from door to door, signing them 
up, and sending the records to UAW national head
quarters. This enraged the GM labor spies, but, 
though tailed and watched at every turn, Mortimer 
succeeded in keeping membership lists out of 
their hands. He began publishing a newsletter 
which went out to 7,000 workers each week. He 
also organized a secret \Dlion group in the Fisher 
Body No. 1 "body-in-white" department, where 
the main soldering and welding was done. This 
group was led by Bud Simons, Walter Moore and 
Joe Devitt, a trio of close personal friends who 
shared progressive views. Moore was a com
munist and the other two were ''political left-

wingers.'' 24 

When Martin saw Mortimer succeeding, the 
UAW president-backed by followers of the rene
gade Jay l.A:>vestone who had been expelled from 
the Communist Party-pressed for his remov
al. 25 Mortimer succumbed, but managed to ar
range for Robert Travis to take his place. In 
his early thirties, Travis had been successful 

in leading and organizing Toledo Chevrolet. He 
shared Mortimer's left-wing views and was re
garded as a top-flight organizer despite his youth. 

Slowly but surely the UAW gained strength. 
The fact that the discredited AFLhadsuspended · 
the CIO helped draw workers into the ·new in
dustrial union. Seniority agreements were won 
at Chrysler Dodge. In Fisher Body union stickers 
began to appear on auto bodies and carry their 
message the length of the assembly line. With 
GM supporting Landon for President but losing 
as the workers voted for Roosevelt overwhelm
ingly, the union began to resist the corporation 
more strongly. Seven stoppages, provoked by 
speed-up and wage cuts, occurred at Fisher 
Body No. 1 in the second week of November, 
1936. When Travis asked Simons if the men 
were ready to strike, Simons said, "Ready? 
They' re like a pregnant woman in her tenth 
month!'' 26 On November 9 Travis met with 
40 members, key men from each department, 
to plan how to organize a sit-down should an in
cident occur. Three days later, on November 
12, it did. 

A foreman eliminated one man from a three
man unit and ordered the other two to do the 
work. Although the other two were not union 
members, they stapped working and were fired 
the next morning. starting from Simons' group 
on the incoming night shift, word spread through 
the 7,000-man plant: "Nobody starts working." 
The foreman seized the man who had been re
moved from the group and began to shove him 
toward the plant superintendent. Simons stepped 
in and stopped him while the entire assembly line 
watched. A committee was picked on the spot 
to meet with the boss as a committee-the first 
time this had ever happened at Fisher Body. 
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•'lbe super was stunned. He gave in and agreed 
to rehire the two· workers who had been fired, 
but the men, in spite of an agreement that they 
would not be docked for time lost in the stoppage, 
stW refused to go back to work. They demanded 
that the two workers be brought back to the plant. 
The company was forced to broadcast over local 
and police radio to find the two men, one of whom 
was on a date with his girl. No one started work
ing until he had driven her home, changed his 
clothes and reported for workt 

This story spread through Flint like wildfire. 
Workers began signing up by the ·hundreds. GM 
was forced to bargain with various units on day
to- day grievances. Although John L. Lewis, 
President of the United Mine Workers and head 
of the new CIO, along with the other CIO leaders, 
had planned to organize the steel industry first, 
the young UAW organizers took the lead. 

Among units of the GM empire, the Fisher 
Body "mother plants" in Flint and Cleveland 
were the heart. They produced dies and ~hassis 
on which three-fourths of GM production depend
ed and the company found it too cumbersome 
to store chassis against a strike. Without the 
chassis there could be no automobile. Produc
tion was crippled if the supply was cut off at 
the source. Another key plant was Chevrolet 
No. 4 in Flint. Every 1:tngine for one million 
Chevrolets was assembled there each year. 
Chevy No. 4 was called the " the hellhole" by 
its 8,000 workers; it was dominated end to end 
by its manager, Arnold Lenz, a Hitler sympa
thizer. But when the union ferreted out and ex
posed a couple of stoolies at Chevy 4, respect 
for the union shot up and a rapid increase in 
membership followed. 

Then auto strikers at Midland Steel, led by 
communists, beat the red scare and won union 
recognition. A sit-down at Bendix compelled the 
company to bargain with the union. st ill, in the 
estimate of the UAW leadership, the situation 
was not .yet ripe for a national struggle with GM. 
In fact, when Martin, on tour, threatened a na
tion-wide strike without consulting the executive 
board, he was stopped. He had made this threat 
after a November 18 walkout at a union weak 
spot, the Chevy plant in Atlanta, where four 
workers had been fired for wearing union but
tons. From Detroit UAW Vice- President Ed Hall 
located Martin in Kansas City and told him: "You 
dumb son-of-a-bitch: You get your ass back here 
tonight · or that' 11 be the last trip you' 11 ever 
take:" ·21 

The decision was made by the UAW leader
ship not · to call a national strike until Fisher 
Body · in Flint and Cleveland were ready, which 
Travis estimated would take another month. 
Knowing this, GM tried to force the issue by 
provoking a strike on December 16 at Kansas 

City, a union weak spot as Atlanta was. GM 
hoped to lure the union into a national walkout 
when it wasn' t prepared. Again the union held 
firm and the Kansas City strike, later found 
to have been set off by a Pinkerton agent, was 
localized. , 

On December 17, Martin requested national 
collective bargaining in a telegram to GM 
management. Management, aiming to split the 
union into 69 parts, replied that it would bargain 
only on a plant-by-plant basis. On December 
28, the first action occurred at Fisher Body in 
Cleveland where the workers in the quarter 
panel department yanked the power when the 
plant manager postponed a bargaining session 
for a few hours. All other departments followed 
and by one o'clock in the afternoon the plant was 
dead. Through the mediation of Mayor Harold 
Burton, later a Supreme Court justice, GM 
tried to bargain on a local basis; but the union 
turned down the ruse. A unanimous vote at a 
plant mass meeting decided the sit-down would 
be ended only as a part of a national settlement. 
This action had disrupted the timetable of even 
the UAW leadership, which had planned to begin 
strike action against GM in Flint. A few weeks 
later the Cleveland workers had to leave the 
plant and conduct their strike from the outside 
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because they did not have the strength to main
tain the sit-down. It was the Flint workers 
who had to carry the ball. 

Their strike began at Fisher Body No. 1 on 
December 30, only two days after the start of 
the Cleveland sit-down. Wl1en the night shift 
came on at No. 1 on the 30th, they found that the 
company had backed up a string of rail road cars 
and was starting to move dies. This was ti~" GM 
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version of the runaway shop, an open attempt to 
shift production to a plant where the union was 
weak and thus destroy Fisher Body No. 1 as a 
decisive unit. Travis was notified at the union 
office across the street. He immediately called 
the workers to a lunch-hour meeting bythepre
arranged signal of a 200-watt red lamp which the 
workers could see flickering in the union head
quarters. When they had filled the hall, Travis 
said, ''What do we do about the dies?'' A worker 
answered: "Well, them's ourjobs. Wewantthem 
left right here in Flint." 

Travis reviewed the company moves. He 
pointed out that the Cleveland workers were out, 
on strike to save their jobs, and again he asked, 
"What do we do?'' 

"Shut her downt Shut the goddamn plant!'' 
came the cry. 2s 

Henry Kraus, a UAW editor at the meeting, 
descr.ibes the scene: "The men stood still fac
ing the door. It was like-trying to chain a natural 
force.•They couldn't hold back and started crowd
ing forward. Then suddenly they broke through 
the door and made a race for the plant gates, run
ning in evoery direction towards the quarter-mile
long buildings." 29 

Ole group raced to the railroad dock where 
a plant manager was directing the coupling of 
loaded cars. "Strike on," yelled the men to the 
locomotive· engineer. "Okay," he nodded,waved 
to the brakeman to stop the work and trotted off. 

The 'workers inside immediately began to se
cure the plant against any attacker. They moved 
scores of unfinished Buick bodies in front of all 
entrances to form a gigantic barricade. With 
acetylene torches they welded a steel frame 
arOW1d every door. Bullet-proof metal sheets 
were put in position to cover every window, while 
holes were carved in them and threaded to allow 
the nozzles of fire hoses to be screwed into them. 
Wet clothes were kept in readiness to be placed 
011 the face as protection against tear-gas at
tacks. Large supplies of metal parts we re placed 
in strategic spots. Paint guns for spraying would
be invaders were located throughout the plant. 

The back-to-work whistle blew, but there was 
no movement. Suddenly the third-fioor windows 
were· fiung open to reveal workers waving arms 
and shouting, "Hooray ·Bob, she's ours!'' The 
women of the cut-and-sew department were told 
to report to union headquarters. Nearly all the 
remaining 3,000 night workers struck. 

wh a simultaneous sit-down in the small
er Fisher No. 2, GM body production ground,to a 
halt. Thousands of stop-orders went out to sup
pliers and assembly plants all over the country. 

On January 1 all Chevrolet and Buick assembly 
plants were closed. By January 7, 100,000 GM 
workers were idle. On January 3 a national union 
conference of 300 from ten cities met in Flint 
and formulated demands: union recognition for 
the UAW, reinstatement of all workers fired 
because of union membership or activity, senior- . 
tty to govern all layoffs, new wage minlmums, 
a 30-hour, 5-day week with time and one-half 
for overtime, abolition of. piece work, and a slow
ing down of the assembly line. 

The press and the company raved and ranted 
about a "Soviet-style tyranny" being imposed 
on the country. The New York Times editorial
ized that it was "highly doubtful whether union 
leaders were speaking for the great mass of 
workers." They were striking "for. an abstract 
principle of labor organization in an industry ••• 
(in whith) earnings were 20% above the average.' ' 
(Jantiary 4, 1937) There were constant references 
to "Lewis' strike" and Lewis "ordering the men 
in ·or out'' and "Lewis ordering the strike at 
strategic points," 30 as if the rank and file pad 
determined nothing. It continued to whine that 
a " small minority coerces the majority." 31 

Headlines were constantly slanted against the 
strikers: "Ultimatum to Knudson by Auto Union;" 
"Sloan Bars Pact With 'Dictators'. " 32 

Sloan later reported to the GM stockholders 
that the sit-down "denies the right of.duly con
stituted branches of governmentto·interfere •••• 
It is revolutionary in its dangers and implica'7 
tions." 33 

. Tiie workers in Fisher Body No. 1 paid little 
heed to the rantings of GM and its press. Once 
inside they set about prganiz tng one of the most 
effective strike apparatuses ever seen in the 
United States. Immediately after securing the 
plant, they held a mass meeting and elected a 
committee of stewards and a strike strategy com
mittee· of five to govern the strike. Bud Simons 
was elected chairman, and Walter Moore and Joe 
Devitt, all leaders of the original sit-down on 
November 13, had central roles on this body. 'Iben 
committees were organized: food, police, in
~ormation, sanitation and health, safety, "kanga
roo court," entertainment, education and ath
letics • . Since all committees were democratically 
elected, their authority was unquestioned. The 
supreme body remained the 1,200 who stay all to 
hold the plant, the rest being sent outside to 
perform ether tasks. Two meetings of the entire 
plant were held daily at whioh any change could 
be made in the administration. 

'lbe strike committee posted rules on all 
bulletin boards: smoking only 1n restricted 
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areas, liquor and gambling banned, information 
given only through the regular committee and 
no phone calls by individuals. All questions from 
the press and "outside world" in general hadto 
be written in advance and answered only in the 
presence of the strike strategy committee. 

The police committee was responsible for 
guarding every entrance to the plant -and poste9 
the names and shifts of every man on the bulletin 
boards. Within this committee of 65 the most 
trusted workers constituted the Special Patrol. 
Their job was to make a complete 35-minute 
round of the plant every hour, 24 hours a tlay, 
throughout the entire strike. They would check 
out all rumors and report any violations of rules 
or discipline. Violators were tried by the 
"court" and initially given minor punishments. 
After three convictions a striker was sent out. 

No one could enter or leave the plant unless 
checked out by the reception committee. One re
porter among the hundreds covering the story 
describes this process: 

A "reception committee of five searched my 
party and car for weapons outside the plant." 
Then ''we walked up to the plant itself. All doors 
were shut and barricaded. I climbed onto a pile 
of packing bags and swung over a heavy hori
zontally-hinged steel door into the plant. On a 
platform inside there was another reception 
committee which checked credentials again.' ' 34 

Such care wa,s necessary since the company 

was always attempting to spread rumors of 
scandals inside. They even smuggled a prostitute 
in another guise into the plant but she was dis
covered and sent packing. 

Inside, every worker had a specific duty for 
six hours a day. They were on duty for three 
hours, off for nine, on three and off nine, in 
each 24-hour period. Every day at 3 P.M. there 
was a general cleanup._ No matter how cold the 
weather, all windows were opened wide and teams 
of workers moved in waves on, and in between, 
the assembly lines for the entire length of the 
plant, leaving it spick- and- span. Personal clean
liness also took high priority, every worker 
taking a "shower a day." 

The strikers divided themselves into social 
groups of 15, setting up "house" in some cozy 
corner and living family-style for the "dura• 
tion.'' They made mattresses of car cushions, 
took out the seats and made beds of the car 
floors. Every visitor was impr~ssed with the 
extreme neatness and the care taken with all · 
plant property. The spirit and determination 
that developed among the workers was reflect
ed in letted to their families: 

"I don't know how long we will be here but we 
will never give up. We areholdingthefort strong 
and have everything we need. Cots and cigarettes 
and plenty of food. We sure done a thing. GM said 
it could never be done when we took posses
sion. • • • Drop me a line and send my union 



Bud Simons (left on platform) presides aver d~ily mass meeting in Fisher No. 

receipt." 
A plant postoffice was established to handle 

all mail, which included censoring every letter. 
Daily visits were arranged whereby workers' 
children could be handed through a window while 
workers talked to their wives as they stood out
side. At one point' the organization was so con
fident of its fortress that workers who lived 
nearby were allowed the liberty of going home 
for a day at a time. 

The class consciousness anc,i absolute rank
and-file democracy was at a peak during the 
sit-down, as the following story reveals. A 
cameraman for Hearst's prd-GM Detroit Times 
presented his union card to the reception com
mittee but it was torn up. He pleaded to be al
lowed inside to take pictures and appealed to 
higher union officials, but was told the plant 
committee would have to rule on it. A formal 
debate was held, the cameraman stating his own 
case, saying he was an "active union man," 
that he personally differed with his boss, an9 
that "freedom of the press" should be respected. 
The strikers' view was presented by one worker 
who simply, said, ''But goddamitall, his boss 
is Hearst?'' The ballot was unanimous to keep 
him out. 

The monotony and boredom, away from the 
family, was probably the most difficult problem 
to overcome. Calisthenics were organized daily. 
The entire plant was wired with a loudspeaker 
system. A 12-piece orchestra was organized 
from among the strikers and concerts were 
broadcast every evening. Each "social group" 
had either a radio or phonograph. Ping pong, 
checkers, chess, car9s (using washers as "mon
ey") were provided. The bottoms were knocked 
out of two wastebaskets and a basketball court 
set up. Boxing and wrestling teams were organ
ized. The strikers took to writing poems and 
songs, the best of which were published in the 

union paper. They put on skits lampooning the 
foremen, GM and its bosses. 

Labor classes were held daily in the history 
of the labor movement and instructions given 
in parliamentary procedure, "how to run a union 
meeting" and in the union constitution. A "liv
ing newspaper'' was presented to allow the work
ers to act out the specific events of the strike 
as it went along. Dramatic groups were invited 
and Detroit's Contemporary Theatre put on plays. 
One local movie owner sent entertainers and 
another who refused to help out was boycotted 
after the strike. Charlie Chaplin donated his 
current movie, Modern Times, and film show
ings were held. A writing class was led by a 
graduate student from the University of Mich
igan and workers took to writing plays. 

The Women's Auxiliary-which was to play 
a key role in the strike-organized dancing, 
representing all national groups, in front of 
the plant. They formed ''living formations'' 
or mass charades to describe phrases. like 
"Solidarity Forever" or "Sole Collective Bar
gaining Agent." The strikers, in turn, serenaded 
them with their own band, whose theme song 

' became "The Fisher Strike," written by the 
workers to the tune of the well-known southern 
ballad, "The Martins and the Coys": 
Gather round me and I'll tell you all a story, 
Of the Fisher Body Factory Number One: 
When the dies they started moving, 
The llllion men they had a meeting, 
To decide right then and there what must be done. 

Chorus 
These four-thousand union boys, 
Oh, they sure made lots of noise, 
They decided then and there to shut down tight. 
In the office they got snooty, 
So we started picket duty, 
Now the Fisher Body shop is on a strike. 
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l 
Now this st.rike it started one bright Wedne~day 

evening, 
When they loaded up a box ca:r full of dies; I 
When the union boys they stopped them 
And the railroad workers backed them, 
The officials in the office were surprised. 

Now they really started out to strike in earne~. 
They took possession of the gates and buildhigs 

too. i 
They placed a guard in either clockhouse \ 
Just to keep the non-union men out, \ 
And they took the keys and locked the gates up too. 

I 

Now you think that this union strike is ended, 
And they' 11 all go back to work just as before. 
But the day shift men are "cuties," 
They relive the night shift duties, 
And we carry on this strike just as before. 35 

'Le organization outside the plant was no less 
efficient and vital to the existence of the workers 
inside. Union headquarters at Pengelly Hall was 
the hub. Committees were established for food 
preparation, publicity, welfare and relief, pickets 
and defense and union growth. The responsibility 
of feeding several thousand workers both inside 
and outside the plants was enormous. The union 
kitchen was headed by Dorothy Kraus, wife of the 

Strikers' wives prepare hot meals 

union editor, and a union chef from a large De
troit hotel. One day' s food supply included 500 
pounds of meat, 100 pounds of potatoes, 300 loaves 
of bread, 100 pounds of coffee, 200 pounds of 
sugar, 30 gallons of milk and four cases of 
evaporated milk. Its transportat ton was handled 
by the city's bus drivers who remembered Ute 

solidarity of the auto worker's in the bus strike. 
Two hundred people, mostly women, prep.ared 
this food. Some crates of fruit were kept inside 
for snacks and carefully guarded aga!.,ist poison
ing. As it later turned out, a Pinkerton agent was 
on the inside food committee. 

Several hundred workers gave their cars for 
· use by the union. Sound equipment, guarded day 
and night, was used to talk to the sit-downers 
from outside the plant. The Flint Auto Worker 
was distributed by the tens of thousands. A 
"chiseling'' committee was set up to collect 
food and supplies. Two-thirds of what was needed 
was obtained in this fashion, the committee going 
from house to house and to small shopkeepers. 

The W1ion headquarters became the center of 
life for thousands of workers who streamed 1n and 
out, bringing their families along. A nursery was 
set up to take care of the children whil'e their 
mothers were working for the strike. 

There was constant communication between 
the outside strike leaders and the strike com
mittee inside. Picketing took place around the 
clock in front of the plant. 

The fantastic spirit and organization of the 
workers spread across the nation. Sit-downs be
came a national phenomenon. Workers the coun
try over grabbed newspapers each day to see 
' 'if the boys in Flint were still holding out.' ' 
Companion strikes sparked new methods of 
organization.(*) Only one reason could drag one 
sit-downer at the Philadelphia Exide Battery 
Co. outside-he was marrie~ at the plant gates. 
The entire country was union-conscious. A milk 

*When company guards were able to eject the 
sit-downers at Briggs because primary attention 
was focused on Fishe r Body, Dodge workers 
lertving the night shift were ca lled to a meeting 
ati 2 A.M. and told that Briggs would open with 
scabs in the morning. They drove to the plant 
anh ringed it with a mass picket line before 
5:~0 on the morning of January 20, 1937. At 
7 ~ .M. when the police began attempting to 
escort scabs inside, the workers started a 
" rimning" pirket line, in double time . Would
be 1scabs trying to enter just bounced off their 
shoulders. The cops tossed t ear - f;as bombs 
but the workers caught them and hurled them 
back, while rain cleared the air . The plant 
closed and Briggs signed a union contract. 

Another innovation occurred in the Hudson a uto 
plant when the company sped up the line from 
140 \to 160 units an hour. The wor ker s fih'ur ed 
this las a one-seventh incr ease a nd bega n skip
ping .every seventh hood be ing placed on a chas 
sis. j This completely dis rupted production, 
forc ing the enraged super intendent to s low the 
line \back to 140 units . Such a tacti ·~ beca me 
know' .a.s a "skippy"-a partial s it-down. 
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company inserted an advertisement in the Daily 
Worker saying: 

"We take great pleasure in announcing that 
we have signed a closed shop contract with the 
Milk Wagon Drivers Union, Local 584. Now our 
milk will be delivered•by UNION DRIVERS!" 

Support poured in from all over the country. 
Despite the attempt of the national AFL to 
sabotage the strike, its city central bodies in 
Flint, Detroit, Cleveland and Minneapolis backed 
the sit- downers with all sorts of aid. 

The United Rubber Workers' Goodyear local 
sent $3,000. Six thousand-1came from UAW at 
~udebaker. Trucks of food arrived from Akron. 
The Hudson and Chrysler workers began~ "one
hour-a- day club": one hour's wages each day 
donated to the strike fund. Veterans formed a 
Union Labor Post No. 1 to counteract the 
''patriotic scabbing'' organized by flag-wavers. 
Even small businessmen joined the ranks, one 
drugstore owner telling a reporter: 

'' This whole block of store is solid for the 
union. Hell, I never got anything out of GM 
dividends: a union victory is better for my busi
ness." 36 

Based on the coordination inside and outside, 
the sit-downers felt as if they were building up 
an impregnable fortress against the company 
and police. They were not to wait too long before 
the first attack was launched. 

A s production decreased daily, GM turned 
to their courts for an injunction with which to 
oust the strikers. It was a ticklish legal situation, 
since the workers were in no way harming the 
machinery, and, in fact, kept the plants in better 
shape than the company had. The tactic was "so 
new," said one observer, "that no existing law 
has any relevance in regard to it.'' 37 Butthat, 
of course, wouldn't stop GM. 

It got an. injunction from Genesee County 
Judge Edward D. Black. County Sheriff Tom Wol
cott went to the plants to read it to the workers, 
ordering them ,out in 24 hours. As the nervous 
sheriff stood on a table in the Fisher No. 1 ca!e
teria reading the writ, workers laughed and 
kidded him and broke out into "Solidarity For
ever'' when he had finished. Needless to say, the 
workers refused to budge. 

With GM set to request an order for removal, 
one of the union attorneys dug up information 
which proved to be a bombshell: Judge Black 
owned 3,665 shares of GM stock, worth $219,-
000. 38 Michigan law stated that "No judge of 
any court shall sit as such in any case or pro
ceeding in which he is a party or·in which he ts 
interested. ••• " While ·the judge deniedthat his 

' stock O"f{nership would influence bis decision, 
this was \too blatant even for GM. Shamefaced, it 
forgot t ~e Black injunction and allowed legal 
matters t o cool awhile before seeking another 
one. 

This e~osure proved a boon to the workers' 
cause as ~ hit the front pages of every paper in 
the count9' and exposed GM's complete control 

of the politicall.machinery of Flint. But the com
pany had just started. 

All of a sudden there appeared on the scene 
an organizatio~ called the Flint Alliance. It 
claimed to be composed of "loyal" GM workers 
who were laid off in other plants because of the 
Fisher Body strike and who were demanding an 
end to "minori~ rule. fl The president of this 
group turned out- to be one George Boyson, a 
former Buick paymaster and then owner of a com
pany manufactur'11g spark plugs-obviously loyal 
to GM. The treas~er was revealed as aformer 
Flint city official who had been convicted of em
bezzling city funds. So "widespread" was the 
"anger" among ~e "'loyal workers" that these 
two. were picked acS the main officers of the Flint 
Alliance. . 

In reality, the 'Allia,nce was set up both as a 
strikebreaking greup and to mobilize- vigilante 
action against the sit-downers. It was composed 
principally of GM I supervisors, of which there 
were hundreds, and businessmen. Foremen de
scended on non-sttuck plants with membership 
cards, attempting 

1
to intimidate workers into 

signing. Several received a "going over'' when 
they refused to jotp. More than half the cards 
were filled out with "names" such as "John 
Fink" and "James stoolpigeon" or "strike
breaker', and ' 'Mr I Sloan', with the . comment 
added, ''I own General Motors and its em
ployees." 

GM took pictures of "crowds" of workers 
supposedly demonst~ting to go back to work. 
'lbe "demonstrators" later turned out to be men 
waiting for their paychecks. · The company was 
pushing its back-to-work movement through the 
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Flint Alliance, claiming that a minority of strik
ers were "dictating" to a majority of non
strtkers. Actually the union was signing up 
thousands of men and women into the UAW every 
day. Even those workers who were not on strike 
and not in the union let it be known, by their 
presence at demonstrations and picket lines, 
tl\9.t their sympathies were with the sit-downers. 

GM continued its refusal even to meet with 
the union unless the strikers vacated the plants. 
And, of course, the W1ion said they would not do 

so unless guaranteed that the company would 
not fill them with scabs, ~ pl~dge which- 01,( 
would never agree to. The · tension mQUJ1ted. 
Cries ·were heard in Congress for outlawing 
sit-down strikes. A Detroit clergyman ·s~w 
"Soviet planning" beJiind the strike. The ·AFL 
leadership urged the workers togobacktowork. 

But the workers, marvelously organized and in 
high spirits, sat tight. So GM finally turned to 
violence. 

The Battle of Bulls Run 

a the afternoon of January 11, as worker9 
were handing food in through the main gate of 
Fisher Body No. 2, company guards suddenly 
appeared and overpowered them, closing the gate 
of the smaller plant. The workers quickly ran up 
a ladder to hoist the food to the second floor, but 
the guards hauled it down. At that moment, in 
16 degree weather, the company turned off ~e 
heat. 

Word was sent to union headquarters and 
hundreds of workers raced to the scene. Some 
were from Buick and Chevy, some were bus 
drivers who had been helped by the auto workers 
during their recent strike, some were "flying 
squads" in town from Toledo and Norwood, Ohio, 
to help out. The ever-present sound truck ap
peared in front of the plant. Immediately 20 out
side pickets, Fisher No. 2 workers, advanced on 
the company guards with home-made billy clubs, 
took their keys and captured the gate, to guard 
against city cops entering. The compahy guards 
phoned the Flint cops and ran to the plant's ladies' 
room where they barricaded themselves and 
claimed they were kidnapped. It became obvious 
that the whole provocation had been prear
ranged. 

The cops arrived in minutes, loaded down with 
revolvers, gas guns, grenades and supplies qf 
tear and nauseating gas. They blockaded the 
streets, removed parked cars and then attacked 
the pickets guarding the gate. Women pickets 
deposited their children at the union hall and 
raced to the plant. 

When the first gas bombs were thrown, the 
pickets outside retreated temporarily. The wind 
blew the gas back into the cops' ranks. Inside 
the plant the sit-downers dragged fire hoses to 
the windows and began directing streams of 
water at the advancing cops. Two-pound door 
hinges began raining down from the roof. wtthin 
five minutes~ the cops retreated. 

The sit-downers starte.d hauling out a supp1y 
of empty milk bottles and hinges to the pickets 
outside, · preparing for a second attack. The cops 
began hurling gas bombs through the plant win
dows, which were not as well fortified as at 
Fisher No. 1. The workers grabbed them with 
gloved hands and quickly doused them in buckets 

Strikers prepare to "fire" hoses at Bulls Run . 
of wate~ located nearby for -that purpose. 

The cops thep regrouped and made a second 
rush but were met with a volley of bottles, hinges 
and lumps of.coal outside and water from the in
side hoses. They couldn't get close this time. The 
sound truck, manned by several organizers, was 
helping to direct the battl~ amid a Ji>arrage of 
tear gas. Again the· cops retreated, this time with 
the workers in hot pursuit. The counter-attack 
was led by Travis, who was later treated for gas · · .. 
burns. The pickets were joined by scores of 
other workers who were part of a crowd watching 
the battle. 

At that point the cops opened fire. Fourteen 
were wounded, one, a leader of the bus drivers' 
union, critically. While fellow workers carried 
them off, the ·rest continued on tl\e attack, over
turning the sheriff's car (with the ,sheriff in
side) and spilling large quantities of gas and gas 



Cops defeated at Bulls Run (note streams from hoses, upper left, lower center) 

grenades out of the trunk. The cops continued to 
retreat up the hill, shooting at the windows of the 
plant. 

One woman, Genora Johnson, whose husband 
was inside the plant, grabbed the mike in the 
sound truck and cried: 

"Cowards! Cowards! Shooting unarmed and 
defenseless ment 

''Women of Flint! This is your fight! Join the 
piclcet line and defend your jobs, your husband's 
job and your children's home.'' 39 

As the cops stayed on top of the hill, men and 
women began to organize an all-night vigil. Vic
tor Reuther, manning the sound truck, pointed out 
that it was not the peaceful workers but GM' s 
cops who were responsible for the destruction. 
He told the workers that ''they must now fight 
not only for their jobs but for their very lives. 
Let General Motors be warned; the patience of 
these men is not inexhaustible. If there is further 
bloodshed • • • we will not be responsible for 
what the workt1rs do in their rage! There ~e 
costly machines in that_ plant. Let the corpora
tion and their thugs remember thati" 40 

The workers outside barricaded both ends of 
the plant with abandoned cars. Gov. FrankMur
phy arrived in Flint and said he was holding the 
National Guard "in readiness." But GM' s strat
egy had failed, for the moment. Attempting to 
counteract the character of a peaceful sit-down, 

it had provoked violence at Fisher No. 2, much 
smaller than its sister plant. It wanted to create 
a situation whereby the Guard would be ordered 
in and martial law declared. Its hope was to 
starve out the workers and eventually evict them, 
thereby giving impetus to a "back-to-work" 
movement led by the Flint Alliance. 

The courage, organization and solidarity of 
the workers had overcome this strategy. The 
"Battle of Bulls Run," as it later came to be 
known, had ended. The ''bulls'' had run. 

Le next day, January 12, 8,000 workers 
massed in front of Fisher No. 2 to celebrate 
the victory. No cops were in sight as they poured 
in · from Lansing, Detroit, Pontiac, Saginaw, 
Toledo, Cleveland, South Bend and Norwood to 
visit the scene of the battle. Thousands were 
signing up in the UAW every day. Fisher No. 1 
shored up its defenses against the mobilization 
of 1, 500 National Guardsmen. The huge crane 
whistle was set to blow at the first si,rn of at
tack. The boiler was adjusted at full force to 
hurl water at an invader. One hose was attached 
to an air line to blow away possible gas fumes. 
Workers were practicing heaving the two-pound 
door hinges at beaverboard targets. Mor~e was 
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nlg.b, espeoially since ~Y felt ~ Murphy 
would not US4' . -01., Guar~ ap1n~ the 1}rtker1, 
that he was on their side. 

GM had claimed that the battle had been be-· 
tween the cops and the workers; the corporation 
had ''nothing to do with it.'' But still QM bad 
seven. of the wounded men arrested w~n they 
~ere~: ~el,e,ased from the hospital. 1be very next 
Aa.y .l,'·200 "John Doe" warrants were made out 
to .be' se.:rved ·on,the strikers, char.gingthem with 
', cr1m~:1 · syncijcat\sm, f~lonioqs assault, riot, 
destructton of property &lJ,dkidnapping/' The last 
charge was based on the company guards who had 
nm to the ladies·, room~ 

Ql.e of the· . results of the victory of Bulls . 
Run was '. the new importance it gave to women 
irdhe st:fike:· Up .to that,ttme, thoughjo~tng out
side ptcleet lines, most had been involved in pre
paring_ food. Many wives .of sit-downers had been 
the vict_itqs of malicious ?,nonymous lett~r·s tell
ing them the:ir' h\lSbands inside the p~t were 
sick. Some women were tricked into demanding 
that their husbands anci· sons be b,raught home. 
But Bulls Run ·tufned.tlle tide. · 

Genora Johnson, who had spoken. out so mili
tantly in the heat of the battle, began ·organizing 
the Women's Emergency Brigade, as a vanguard 
detachment of the Women's Auxiliary. It was 
composed · of volunteers, mostly veterans of the 
previous battle, organized along semi-military 
lines:· Squad captains (usually those with phones 
and cars) were leaders of groups of women whom 

Genora Johnson 

they were expected to round up for any emergency 
on a moment's notice and transport to the 
sceue of action. One failure to respond meant' 
suspension from the Brigade. 

Mr~. Johnson, 23, told them they shoul4 "ex
pect to face tear gas and bullets oil the picket 
line ••• be beaten and killed by police attacks'' 
and by "attempts to break the strike." Applica
tions poured 'in. The Brigade began wearing red 
betets and armbands to identify themselves as 
they. pr~pared to answer any attack. 

''ll we go into battle, will we be armed?'' Mrs. 
Johnson asked. "Yest" she said, "With rolling 

p~, broom11, mops and anything we can· get.'' 
Tbey·began carrying long "two-by-fours" whit- · 
tled down at one end ror easy handling. The m~m
bers of the Brigade were described by Mary 
Heaton Vorse, noted women's leader of the day, as 
"strikers' wives and mothers, normally 'home
bodies,! mature women, the majority married, 
ranging from young mothers to grandmothers." 
41 Mrs. Vorse remarked that the women were 
"doing this because they have come to the con
clusion it must be done if they and their children 
are to have a decen~ life." 

'Ibe workers began holding mass meetings, 
bombarding Governor Murphy with reminders 
of his ·election promises, demanding that no 
troops be used against the strikers. Although 
Murphy had raised the National Guard comple
,ment to 3,000, acting on an "lllllawful seizure" 
definition of the strike, he was extremely wary 
about appearing to be taking sides. He declared 
that the troops were there as much to protect 
against .the vigilante Flint Alliance as against 
violence from the strikers. Some Guardsmen, 
workers themselves, wore union buttons, vow
ing they wouldn't allo'1V theniselves to be used 
as strikebreakers. Murphy was "the man in the 
middle,'' trying to bring-about a settlement with
out harm\ng his political future. He hadjustbeen 
elected 'by an overwhelming workers' vote two 
months before. 

With the help of the CIO' s Phillip Murray, an 
end was being sought to the glass industry strike, 
which would enable Chrysler and Ford production 
to shoot back up. This would put pressure on GM, 
where production had sunk from 50,000 to 1,500 
cars -per. week. The union . took the offensive. 
CIOpresident Lewis launched a broadside against 
the corpoi-ation, demanding an investigation of 
its ownership. He pledged full CIO support until 
the auto workers won their strike, realizing the 
noticeable effect it was having on the steel organ
izing campaign. Flying squads of organizers were 
signing up thousands of steel workers into the 
GIO' s steel Workers Organizing Committee. 

On January 13, Murphy called both sides into •• coiifer~nce and two days later GM agreed to a 
truce. National bargaining would begin on the 
18th-solely with the UAW-on all eight issues. 
Seventeen struck plants would remain closed 
pending a settlement. There would be no dis
crimination against any worker because of union 
membership. Neither side could break off ne
gotiations for at least 15 days. The sit-downers 
would evacuate the plants before the 18th but 
GM would not remove tools, dies or materials 
from any of the struck plants. The key issue 
was that the UAW would be the sole bargaining 
agent. 

The rank-and-file sit-downers didn't like the 
smell of it, although GM had finally been forced 
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to sign something. (Prior to that the corporation 
said they would not even negotiate . unless . ·the 
plants w·ere evacuated fir~, apd had· always 
.maintained that the . UAW only · reprE1Se11ted .a 
small "mirlority.") Travis and theFliiitlead,r
ship had. not · been invoived in ijie ne·goUation& 
leading to this agreement and dfdn't like-it either. 
They felt it put GM on the offensive again; s~ce 
with every passing day 1n tl_le 15-dayperloctij\ere 
would be incre.asing pressure on the union to 
accept less and less of what it wanted betori:, 
GM would be able to break off negotiations. 
Travis pointed out that the strike · was built 
around the occupation of the plants and to evac
uate them without a contract would appear to be 
backing down. Adding to these misgivings was the 
fact that Travis, Kraus and two Reuther brothers 
(Roy and Victor) were arrested j~ at thatttme 
for ''unlawful ~sembly'' (because of their 
leadership at Bulls Run).•Despite this, the llllion 
kept its end of the bargain. Guide Lamp in An
derson, Indiana was evacuated first (and the out
side pickets were · attacked immediately after
wards by vigilantes); then came Cadillac and 
Fleetwood on Detroit's West Side, marching out 
with banners flying, ''Today GM, Tomorrow 
Ford!"* 

For the rank and file ft ''was difficult to ac
cept a truce'' 42 rather than definite victory and 
. outright union recognition. Nevertheless, plans 
were made for Fisher Nos. 1 and 2 to march out 
in a body on Sunday, January 17, after a special 
chicken ~er inside. Everything--was cleaned up, 
the workers had their bags packed and Fisher 
No. '1 was about ready to parade to the buses that 
would take -them to No. 2 for a mass demonstra
tion when the hitch came. 

Bill I.awrence, a United Press reporter; hap;
pened to band Henry Kraus a press release which 
he bad taken from George BoySQn' s desk, and 
asked for the union's comment. The release, 
scheduled for issuance after the evacuation of the 
plants, announced that GM had' agreed to meet 
with the Flint Alliance on Tuesday to discus, 
"representation" and recognition by the com
pany. This was a· direct violation of the agree
ment to bargain solely with.the UA w. Travis sent 
rumiers immediately.to both body plants to.halt 
the evacuations while the workers discussed the 
new turn of events. Although UA Wpresident Mar-

•watching events carefully, ''King'' H~nry Ford 
had ordered .the construction of heavy, wired 
doors rtgbt to the[! top of each entrance at .bj.s 
River Rouge plant, largest auto ,fa,ctory in the 
world, employing over 65,000 workers. Bal"bed 
wire was •rung· around aU. fences and a pus1>:
button te~-P' system was .set . up inside. the 
p1-nt. Workers WtlJ'8 . fJ'isk~d. tor lea1l.eta betQ,.-e 
entei1ng. 

t1n, .~hen notifte4, saw 0 notb1ng WJ:Ong''. in Jbe 
development, CJ~ director· :a~y. and ViQe
Prestctent Mort~er ~reed wttb ·Tr.av.ts' move. 

When the. pr~al ~ m.ade:to.remabi lns{de 
Ftsber No.- t, the \Vorkers cbeeH~ A ~~ .. 
mg_ ·crowd ~ 5,000, :outside apptatJded'wntny. wberl. 
tb~y ~ea:rd .tbe decision te1uniDUte11 aftwtbeilH:o·" 
.downe_rs had ·l>etm. scheduled .to. (ea.•e. ~tir.ha 
bonte<i foJ> tive minutes as th~ ~n Un1tdtbe· Mn
dows of ~e plan; wa~ing tQ th,~ .~UJff-.U\a 
fellow striker,. A dummy 1lgul"e labeled ' 1.GM 
.stoolptgeon'' was .lowered to -the. ground and~ 
to shreds~ An~er rally of 10,"000,at Fisher N9. 
2 also. cheeJ.."ed Mortimer's announcement that the 
sit~ downers had decided· to stick it out in the face 
of .GM' s doublecross. 

1bere was a victory alr at Pengelly Hall. 
"The strike and the llllion had suddenly attained 
full maturity." 43 · 1be work~rs felt GM couldll't 
bargain with two untons-"You can't have an 
eight-:-hour shift on one end of an assembly line 
and six on another." 

GM then walked out of the negotiations and 
the workers tightened their lines once more. It 
was back to scratch again. 

0 January 20, all Buick plants were forc,d 
to close. New negotiattons were uride~en' tn 
Washington at Roosevelt's request. However, GM 
quit those parleys two days later and, with pro
duction virtually at a standstill, vowed to reop,en 
its struck plants. At that point Lewis demanded 
that Roosevelt enforce collective bargaining 
under the law and force GM tonegottate. Roose
velt refused to do this, answering: "I thtnk' in 
the interests of peace there come moments when 
statements, conversations and headlines are not 
in order." u 

GM chose to interpret these remarks as a 
go-ahead signal to open a strike-breaking drive. 
Economic conditions were worsening, a . time 
when 'anti-strike movements flourish. 1Nbile the 
UA w was. fighting to relieve ·these hardships 
by getting relief for its members, and was sign
tn,g up new members all the time, the corpora
tion launched its drive. 

It announced that 79 per cent of fts ·workers 
had ., 'voted to return ta. work.'' Since GM was 
very u concerned'' about its workers, it would 
"make. work" for tb•m and get them ca welfare. 
On the 215th -~ union answered this with a strike 
in the Oakland plant, one of. the few places where 
actual assembly work was taking place. 

On that same[! day· Boyson announced that the 
Flint Alliance would .;,take an active part in ef
~rta to reopen the plant,.'' Qi . the 28th GM re
fused .~ __ -.I '• -.-,:• ca,Ued by Secretary of 
Labor Pel'ldu . 1n Wuhtniton, Jrhtch Bo~evelt 
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Women's Emergency Brigade prepares to march, "two-by-fours" in hand 

. .termed "unfortunate." 45 Then the company 
launced an all-out drive to break the strike. 

Vigilantes smashed UAW headquarters at 
1Anderson, Indiana and ran the union organizers 
,out of· town. Five pickets were clubbed by cops 
'.Qn a line in front of the Cadillac plant in Detroit. 
:Mrs. Agnes Gotten, wife of a striker, sought to 
iblock police from escorting scabs inside and was 
;clubbed from behind, requiring five stitches in 
her head. But 1,500 pickets succeeded in pre
tenting any strikebreakers from entering, de
~ite the presence of 200 hose- carrying cops. 
fhe Flint Alliance met to whip up a frenzy 
3gainst the strikers. 

The state legislature sponsored a bill to out
taw sit-down strikes. The Alliance besieged four 
union officials in Saginaw and beat them up, 
11early murdering them. -Finally, on the 27th, 
f;iM reopened non-struck plants, mostly in 
CheVPolet, employing 40,000 workers.· Although 
}t had actually closed them prematurely, to 
~hrow workers on the street and blame the UAW 
(or their plight, it was now opening them with no 
real chance of assembling cars. About all that 
f ould be done was to build up an inventory of 
parts. Travis felt, however, that it wasn' t the 
j.,orst thing for a lot of laid-off members to be· 
working as long as the body plants were closed 
and GM couldn't start actual production. 

But the corporation wasn't content with these 
~ounter-moves. It sought out a judge who didn't 
own GM stock and filed for an injunction, on 
r;rounds-true, of course-that it was losing 
money to Ford and Chrysler. It demanded im
mediate evacuation of the Fisher Body plants and 
:prohibition of outside picketing. On February 1 

the union was served with a show-cause order 
to explain why it should not bow to the injunction. 
On the same day a march to Saginaw protesting 
the beating of the ~our union officials was counter
manded by national UAW headquarters at Mur
phy's request. Travis, angry, pointed out that 
Murphy could have protected the officials . but 
didn't. 

GM had effectively seized the offensive: it 
had reopened its non-striking plants, and the 
union appeared powerless to prevent it. Having 
passed its peak, the union wC'·Jld inevitably fall 
back and grow weaker, with the chance that the 
strike, might be lost or demands watered down 
beyond recognition, unless a counter- offensive 
were launched. That is exactly what Travis and 
the strikers prod~ced. 

The Capture 
of Chevy 4 

Across Chevrolet Avenue from Fisher Body 
No. 2, spread out on 80 acres and bisected by 
the Flint River, stood nine Chevrolet factories. 
At 3:30 every afternoon 7,000 night-shift work
ers replaced the 7,000 on the day shift. Half of 
the 14,000 total worked in one factory-Chevy 
No. 4, the motor assembly plant which produced 
all one million Chevrolet engines each year. It 
was the largest single unit of the GM empire. 
To seize it 'vould remove the struggle from the 
courts and put it back in the plants where the 
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workers had an even chance. Yet, to capture it 
appeared nearly Impossible. 

The plant superintendent, storm trooper Ar
nold Lenz, had instituted a reign of terror. He had 
concentrated an army of armed guards inside to 
patrol day and night. The union was growing, and 
Lenz was firing workers left and right for union 
activities. 

As it happened, the union had . uncovered a 
Pinkerton agent, "Frenchy" DuBuc, and was 
holding and using him to get information. Travis 
ordered the stoolie to call his Pinkerton boss and 
tell him that Travis hadaskedhim directly about 
Chevy No.4-about the docks, the approaches, 
whether or not a boat could be brought up the 
Flint River to the plant, etc. 

The Pinkerton boss told DuBuc that Travis was 
kidding him. "He knows goddamn well the union 
couldn't take Chevy 4." 46 Thus Travis estab
lished in his own mind that GM was confident the 
union would not be so foolhardy as to try to sit 
down 1n No. 4. 

Lenz fired three more men for union activi
ties on Friday, January 29. Travis called a Chev
rolet membership meeting for Sunday night and 
1,500 workers responded. He told them the situa
tion, outlined the goon attacks, and said the union 
must demand that the UAW members be rehired. 
The meeting roared approval. He then told the 
workers to "keep your eyes open" and "you'll 
know what to do.'' The meeting was adjourned, 
but 150 stewards and organizers were told to 
remain. Travis, Kraus and Roy Reuther went into 
a nearby darkened room, lighted only by a candle. 
The men were told to enter one by one. As they . 
did, the three-man committee selected 30 ofthe 
''most trusted,'' sending the rest home with slips 
of paper containing "secret orders:" "follow 
the man who takes the lead." 

The 30 who remained were told that at exactly 
3: 20 the next afternoon there would be a sit-down 
'in Chevy NINE. Those in Chevy plants Nos. 4 and 
6 were told to sit tight and remain at work, not to 
help out at No. 9. When some voiced objections 
to striking No. 9, they ·were satisfied with the 
answer that No. 9 was stronger in \lllion member
ship and "easier to defend." 

Travis then took aside the two most trusted 
union leaders from No. 9 and told them that they 
had to hold the plant just until 4: 10, until Chevy 
No. 6 was "taken," that No. 6 was the "real tar
get." Meanwhile Travis had told three leaders 
from No. 6 and No. 4-Ed Cronk, Howard Foster 
and Kermit Johnson-that No. 9 was only to be 
used as a decoy; that Cronk in No. 6 was to rally 
his men and then take them over to No. 4 and 
help the other two pull it down. Thus, only six 
People-Travis, Kraus, Reuther, Cronk, Foster 

d Johnson-knew that No. 4 was the actual tar
et. 

But what about the armed camp in No. 4? 
Reuther and Kraus told Travis they were a bit 
dubious about some of the 30 "selectfew" he ha1 
picked to tell about the plan to take No. 9. They 
said they were sure the information would g~t 
back to Lenz through at least one stoolie. That, 
Travis said, was precisely what he wanted. l!e 
felt that whatever these 30 men were told would 
be all over the company in the morning. The only 
way to defeat the company's stoolpigeon system 
was. to use it-to go through an intricate, elab
orate "secret" procedure, with "darkened 
rooms," "secret orders" on slips of paper, and 
the rest. 

In this way, when the few "dubious" choices 
among the 30 brought the news back to Lenz about 
Chevy No. 9 being the target, Travis reasoned 
the "super" would believe it, first, be cause. of 
the extreme measures taken to keep it a secret, 
and second because Lenz and the Pinkertons were 
sure the union would never make an attempt to 
capture the "impregnable" No. 4. Travis was 
counting on the GM spy system to give the com
pany the wrong information. In this manner No. 
9 was set up as a decoy to draw all the company 
guards away from No; 4 and allow its seizure· 
by the workers. 

~e next afternoon, F'ebruary 1, at the ·very 
moment the hearings were taking place in court 
on GM' s new injunction bid, Tra'ifis called a mass 
meeting at the union hall, billed as a mobiliza
tion for a "protest march'' op the courthouse. 
Thousands showed up and the Women' s Emer
gency Brigade appeared in force. Meanwhile 
the union sound trucks circied the city, sur
rounded by union guards, and finally, through 
devious routes, at 3:05 came ·tc rest facing Nos. 
9 and 6. 

Five minutes later at the union hall Dorothy 
Kraus rushed up to Travis "breathlessly" and 
handed him a slip ofpaper. Travis turned grimly 
to the crowd gathered to march to the courthouse 
and said "They're beating up our boys at Chevy 
Nine. I suggest we go right down there.'' 47 Un
known to the workers, the slip of paper was blank. 

The crowd made a mad rush for the stairs and 
outside a long line of cars was waiting with mo
tors running. The workers were at No. 9 in a few 
minutes. Newsmen, who had been "tipped off" 
earlier, were already there. And, sure enough, 
there was "trouble." 

Lenz had fallen into the trap completely. The 
entire armed force from the whole Chevrolet 
division had been stationed at the personnel ·build
ing next to No. 9. At 3:20, when the night shift 
marched in yelling ' "strike~" the guards closed 
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the doors and rushed in, with Lenz in the lead, banging the pipe to aH··-· "t attention over the roar 
shouting ''Reds! Comml,mists!'' The outnumbered of the plant's mac.'1ine1'Y. With 35 men he jogged 
workers fought valiantly. When one woman saw over to No. 4, 30C yards away, onlyto find Ker-
her husband's bloody head gasping for air at an mit Johnson waiting at the door to tell him he 
open window she yelled to the ''red berets, '' had failed to get a strike started. The plan had 
''They're smothering them! Let's give them air! '' been fouled up. Cronk then turned back to No. 6 
ThP. women proceeded methodically to break all for ,reinforcements. There he found Carl Bub-
the windows in the plant. One .of the women later ber' s powerful group·of 100 dock men and another 
described the scene: group of 50 marching ih all directio·ns shutting 

"They were fighting inside and outside the down the plant. They had assumed that No. 6 
plant. The fighting would have been much worse was the real target. With Cro11K's 35 men back 
if it hadn't been for us. We walked right along to help, No. 6 was shut down immediately. "All 
with our flag at our head. · The gas floated right right," Cronk shouted, "Everyone over to Chevy 
out towards us. But we have been gassed before Four!" The entire plant moved in force. 
and we went right on. When they arrived in No. 4, there was virtually 

"We had to break the windows ••• to get air no opposition except f')r a few foremen and 
to the boys who were being gassed inside. We just bosses, The workers split into two groups, one 
want to protect our husbands and we are going moving into the i'test division, the other down 
to." 48 the motor lines, threading in ,and out among the 

When the whistle blew at 3: 30, the fighting was machines, yelling, · exhorting, reaching for 
at its fiercest. The men were using anything switches," One °Chevy No. 4 man, Joe Sayen, 
they could lay their hands on against the goons' "leapt from one stationary conveyor to another, 
clubs and gas guns. At 3:45 the plant manager shutting them down as he went along," hammer 
at No. 4 ran down the lines taoping all the com- in hand. 49 

pany men and ordering them _over to No. 9- Then, as Kraus describes it, in " crank-
leaving No. 4 virtually devo;_d of any pro-com- shafts'' Gib Rose "reached up and pulled the 
pany force. Finally at 4: 10, the two inside leaders, switch and conveyor A-1 was dead. This was 
ri;'ed La Duke and Tom Klasey, figured they had the signal for Dow Kehler who headed conveyor 
"done our job" and ordered the men to march A-2. In five seconds she was down too. Kelly 
out, bleeding and "defeated." The injunction was Malone ••• pulled the switch on conveyor A-3 
still being argued at the court. and the entire division was frozen. ' ' 

Meanwhile, at No. 6 just as the· 3:30 whistle Many workers, being "threatenep" with dis-
blew, Ed Cronk picked up a lead pipe and, wav- missal by foremen andstrawbosses, wavered as 
ing an American flag, started running through union men marched around shouting: " strike is 
the plant yelling " Shut ' er off and follow me!" on! Come on and help us! " As the number of 
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strllcers grew, ''courage added to courage. There 
was practically no physical violence •••• Kelly 
Malone with wrench in hand (went) tearing down 

\ the lines and yelling: 'Get off your job, you dirty 
scabt' Yet be never touched a man-all melted 
with fright before him.' ' 50 

Soon the strllcers were hundreds strong~ 
"Everywhere at key conveyors, squads of union 
men were stationed. others were set to guard 
gates and mount lookout." With several depart-
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Breaking windows at Chevy 9 battle 

ments still to be shut, ' ' the united union forces 
• • • 11ke a swarm of locusts passed among the 
machines, leaving silence and inertness where 
they went." s1 

When the foremen tried to regroup and one 
official urged the more passive workers to re
take the plant " Joe Sayen ran perilously along 
the narrow balcony railing and leaping to a 
cafeteria table right in the midst of the listeners 
began shouting to drown the plant official out." 
The foremen retreated to the superintendent's 
office and locked the door but Cronk arid his men 
broke it open and told them, ' ' You've got five min
utes to get outt" One official tried to call for 
reinforcements but Cronk pushed him aside 
and ripped the phone from the wall. The company 
men fled. 

"The fight was· over; the enormous plant was 
dead. The vast complex with its dizzying profu
sion of conveyors and machines was sprawled 
out 11ke a wounded giant. The unionists were in 
complete control. Everywhere they were speak
ing to undecided workers. 

"'We want you boys to stay with us, It won't 
be long and everything will be settled. Then we'll 
have a union and things will be different.' 

"Many of the workers reached their decision 
in this moment. Others went home, undeterred by
the strllcers. About two thousand remained and an 
equal number went off. But as they left ••• the 
majority of them, following 8,!} impulse of inc4>
ient solidarity, dropped their lunches into huge 
gondolas, half filling several of them with what 
proved to be a much needed extra supply of 
food." 52 

When, at about 4:15, they "had driven· the 
foremen out, they began barricading the plant 
exits. • • • The plant guards 11eturning from 

Chevy 9 after Jl}e battle tried to enter by the 
northnst gate but the men drove them off with 
pistons, connecting rods and rocker arm rods 
wliile others brought fire hoses and squirted 
water and foamite at tlie would-be invaders." 53 

By this time pickets and a sowid truck came 
over from Fisher No. ~ across Chevr olet Avenue. 
A member of the Women' s Emergency Brigade 
jumped to the mllce and reported that the women 
from Chevy No. 9' s battle "have gone to the 
auxiliary hall to wipe their eyes clear of the tear 
gas and will soon be back. We don't want vio
lence • • • but we are going to protect our hus
bands." 54 

Soon down the hill they came, a procession 
of women hundreds strong in bright red caps, 
singing "Hold the Fort for we are coming ••• .'' 
They spread out in front of the plant gates, 
amid cheers from the men inside and the watch
ing. crowd, and locked arms. If any cops or troops 
were to attempt to break into the plant, it was 
plain they would first have to go over these 
women's bodies. Not one attempt was made as 
the women entrenched themselves, preparing 
to stay the night. . 

Inside the plant, workers were busily filling 
huge gondola cars with stock, parts and weights. 
Then electric trucks were hitched to them and 
dragged the 8,000-powid loads against the rear 
doors. A crane was used to lift a second layer 
of loaded gondolas on top of the first and then 
still a third layer was. hoisted into place. At 
4:45 P.M. on February 1, Chevrolef plant No. 
4, producer of a million motors a year, largest 
unit in the world-wide General Motors empire, 
"impregnable" against attack, had been secured 
by the men of the UAW-CIO. The women were 
standing in front of them, daring any cop, com
pany goon or national guardsman to retake it. 
The brilliant plan conceived by Travis and the 
ingenuity and heroism of the strllcers had stabbed 
at the very· heart of the billion-dollar au~o giant. 

As darkness descended, .;foe Sayen, who short
ly before had acted so heroically inside the 
plant, climbed the fence and addressed the throng: 

"We want the whole world towider stand what 
we are fighting for. We .are fighting for freedom 
and life and liberty. This is our one great op
portunity. What 1f we should be defeated? What 
if we should be killed? We have only one life. 
Thal' s all we can lose and we mig1't as well die 
11ke heroes than .like slaves." 55 

Qi the 34th · day of the great Flint sit-down, 
the workers had,.once again taken the offensive. 

I 

'I:e GM 1iba-c1t-to-work' · movement had been 
stop~d in its tracks. ~urphv was furious. Ne
gotiations had' been "wrecked,' ' he s aid. Pri-

/1 
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While injunction heorings were taking ploce in Courthouse (A), unionists (B) were 
preporing to ·morch to Court. When reports of "trouble" come from Chevy No. 9 (C), 
workers rushed there to help out ogoinst concentrotion of entire force of compony 
11uords bottling polenliol sit-down. Jhus GM l~ft Chevy No : 4 (E) defenseless. 
While struggle raged in No. 9, workers in Chevy No . 6 (b) shut down thot plant 
and moved to join forces with brothers in Chevy No. 4 (E). In this way GM's larg
est plant was captured while a decoy bottle was occurring in Chevy No. 9, from 
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wtlich workers marched out "defeated. " 

vately, he had "violently castigated" the use of 
the sit-down tactic. 56 He ordered troops into 
the area around Chevy No. 4. They were partly 
m1<ier the COlllniand of Captain Henry McNaugh
ton, who bad served in the U.S. force that had in
vaded the Soviet Union after World War L The 
troops took possession of all streets and ap
proaches, isolating both the Chevy plant and 
Fisher Body No. 2 across the street. Virtual 
martial law was declared. Guards with fixed 
bayonets surr~ded No. 4. Eight machine guns 
and 37 mm. howitzers were mounted on the hill 
overlooking both plants. · Tear gas was held in 
reserve. No one was allowed into the plants, 
whicb effectively shut off the food supply. Fish
er No. 2 was completely sealed of1 from both 
\Dlion contact and from v_isits by the strikers' 
families. The National Guard was upped to 2,300 
and finally to 4,000. An injunction signed by Judge 
Qladola on February 2· ordered the workers to 
abandon the plants or face "ejection'' in 24 hours. 
The writ also forbade street picke~ing. The 

Women's Emergency Brigade was forced out of 
the area. 

Then the heat was shut off in the two plants. 
The workers immediately threatened to start 
huge bonfires to warm themselves. On went the 
heat. Next the lights were shut. Again the workers 
warned that every one of the 3,000 men now in
side would light a torch of waste paper in order 
to "see." On went the lights. On February 3 the 
National Guard was forced to lift the food ban, 
under dire threats of'' damage'' inside the plants. 
The lunches left by those workers who had not 
stayed in Chevy Four proved invaluable during 
those first two days. 

'Ibis war of nerves was too much for GM. With 
· hundreds of millions of dollars worth of ma
chinery at stake, on Februar.y 4 it agreed to re ... 
sume negotiations. By agreeing to talk while the 
workers remained in possession of the plants, the 
corporation was making a fundamental conces
sion. Earlier it had refused to negotiate unless 
the plants were evacuated. 
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01 February 7 Lewis joined the talks in Pe
troit, along with Mortimer and attorney Lee 
Pressman. Mortimer replaced Martin who had 
been sent on tour to prevent him from fouling up 
the negotiations. 'lbe union reduced its "recog
nition'' demand to one of sole bargaining agent 
in the 20 struck plants, which included the key 
ones, and agent for its members only in the rest. 

Meanwhile, the AFL continued its treachery. 
Having previously wired GM its support, and 
labeled the strike a "defeat,'' it now "demanded" 
that the company reopen its plants. Its own 
craft members had "never voted" for a strike, 
whined the AFL "leaders," and therefore they 
were being ''ordered'' back to work. Cleveland' s 
Fisher Body plant had six AFL members. When 
Lewis was asked what effect this "order" might 
have on the strike he replied, "Did that man go 
back to work?" 57 

AFL President William Greenhadreportedly 
received a promise from Roosevelt that the 
President would not intervene in the strike on 
behalf of the CIO. 58 Now Green asked GM not 
to recognize the UAW. This AFL scabbing had 
about as much effect on the UAW as a worm 
attempting to stop a Mack truck.(*) 

'Ibe tension continued to mount. The sheriff 
read the injlmction order to the sit-downers, de
manding they leave the plants. After the workers 
refused, he asked Murphy for aid in ousting the!ll 
and arresting their leaders.(**) By now Fisher 
No. 1-free from Guard patrol, two miles from 
the besieged plants-had 3,000 men on the inside. 
Murphy kept holding off, hoping he could get an 
agreement and maintain an untarnished image. 
But the company forces would not let him rest 
easily. 

City officials continued to recruit vigilantes. 
By February 8 there existed an armed force of 
4,000 National Guardsmen, 1,000 deputized vi
gilantes, the Flint cops and the Flint Alliance, 
all "ready to move.'' The Michigan Sheriff' s 
Association offered 1,300 additional deputies. 

•For example, on February 7 the UAW, running 
candidates in Chrysler's own company wiion 
elections, won 84 of 109 positions, in effect tak
ing over the stooge outfit- and placing UAW in 
command. Chrysler immediately raised wages 
10 per cent across the board. It wanted no part 
of'aGM-style sit-down, especially when Chrysler 
production was increasing steadily at the ex
pense of its struck rival. 
••Jt was later revealed that, in preparation 
qainst such arrests, members of the Union La
bor Post No. 1-the "Union War Vets"-hadplans 
to 1 'take over the city hall, the co~ouse and 
police headquarters, capture and imprison all 
officials and release the union ment" (As re
ported by Kraus, p. 248) 

'Ibe vigilantes were being put through "dress 
rehearsals'' by the sheriff and city officials. 
Plans were discussed about how to oust the 
strikers. Many of these forces were among the 
lesser lights in the company scheme of things 
and felt a UAW victory would mean the end of 
their ' 'cut of the pie.' ' 

The question arose among the tmion strate
gists of what to do in case of a full- scale attack. 

_Erltially, when the Guard had surrounded the two 

Sheriff Wolcott after George Boyson 

reading injunction _ 
plants, Waiter Reuther (who had come over from 
Detroit where he headed the West Side Local 
174) "felt that the worker~ should be told not to 
resist the Guards actively but to sprawl out on 
the floors and force the troops to carry them 
bodily out of the plant.'' 69 Kraus and others 
had disagreed with this idea. When "passive 
resistance" or a "short protest and then sur
render'' proposal was ratsed again, Travis shot 
back: 

"You're not going to tell workers to f~ht five 
minutes ••• and then stop., .• They've either· got 
to fight or give in-there'• no two ways about tt. 
Well, suppose we tell thean not to fight because 
it's impossible defeating Juch a superior force? 
Do you know what will happen? Tliey' 11 march out 
of those plants like whipped dogs. Not all the talk 
1n the world atte:rwards 1., going to change that. 
By taking ·the plants away from those boys now 
it would mean tearing the Leart right out of 
them." oo 

'Ibe strike leader th911 declared that "we've 
got to tell them to be prepared to fight. ••• I 
don' t think it'll ever conie to that point because 
Governor Murphy isn't 1oirig to be responsible 
for bloodshed at this late date. But the only way 
to assure that is to tge the attitude that we 
won't surrenc:ier to anybo£1Y. We fought the cops, 
we fought the eompany Uiugs, and we can fight 
the National Guard, too, the way we did in To
ledo. ••• " 61 (My. emphasiB-W.L.) No one 
challenged this strategy. 

Rumors spread that an attack was imminent, 
that Murphy would finally use the Quar~ Inside 
Fisher Body No. ~ one worker, Francis 
O'Bourka, had been keepintfa day-by-day diary: 

., .. 
~ ., 
., 
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"Injunction bas been grantedandSheriff Wol
cott is coming down to take us out. We' re not 
coming outc Waiting, waiting, waiting, won't he 
ever come? We can't get news from the outside 
and can't get .news out. It's nerve wracking. Just 
waiting for the sheriff and wondering when we 
go into action. I hope none of us get hurt. All 
good men they are and don't want violence. 
We' re not comin~ out though •••• " 62 • 

Inside Fisher No. 1, 3,000 workers were pre
paring for the · worst. Daily drills were being 
held, with an "Officer of the Day" in command 
in case of attack. A certain crane ,-,histle was 
to signal a call to arms. Everyone bad his ordlrs,. 
Four men were to attach each hose ·to the open
ings in the sheet-metal plates, already fitted 
with nozzles in place. Water was kEWt· at full 
pressure at all times. On February 5 a shanty 
with pickets inside was placed over a nearby 
manhole cover., ,guarding the onlv spot from which 
the city water .supply could be turned off. Foam
ite guns mounted on-two wheels, resembling can
non, were rolled into place •. Although banned, 
there were some rifles and revolvers on hand. 
The ventilators were plugged to prevent gas 
from being poured in through them. 

A majority · of the strikers signed up in a 
' 'fight-to-the-death committee.'' Their plan was 
to battle .any attacker on a floor-to-floor basis, 
right up to the roof: They felt they could hold out 

, 
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Machine guns aimed at Chevy No. 4 

indefinitely. A two-week supply of canned food had 
been ·sh.lied upstairs •. On Fe.bruary 2, the men in 
both Fisher Body plants then sent wires to Mur
phy: 

" , •• The·police of. the city of Flint belong to 
General Moto~s. _ The sheriff of Genesee County 
belongs to General Motors. The judges of Genesee 
County belong to General Motors •••• It remains 
to be seen whether ·the Governor of the state also 
belongs to General Motors. Governor, we have 
decided to stay in the plant: We have no illusions 
about the sacrifices w}lich this qecision will en
tail. We fully expect ·that if a violent effort is 
macle to oust us many of us will be killed and we 

take this means of making it known to our wives, 
to our children, to the people of the state of 
Michigan and the country, that if this result fol
lows from the attempt to eject us, you are the 
one who must be held responsible for our 
deaths!'' 63 

Counting the days •.• Feb. 9, 1937 

~at was the answer of tbe str~ers inside; 
outside the preparations were .no less milit:;n,.t. 
Travis had requested m~s~ ass;.st~ce for .~. pos
sible showdown. Locals in his Toledo home oose 
imme·diately began· sendi~g five · h~mdr~d· t o a 
thousand men ready to remain 1p Flint at least 
an entire ·week. Auto- Lite and other plants shut 
down 'because so many workers had left their 
jobs to go to the aid'of their brothers and sisters 
in Flint. Cars were streaming in from all over 
Michigan. Thousands of workers were pouring 
over the road~ leading fron1 Detroit to the em
battled workers. Teri thousand came from thaf. 
city's Dodge and Chrysler pl_ants alone. Kelsey
Hayes bad to shut its doors because· its workers 
were marching to tisher Body. And 20,000 
of Flint's -own had begun mas~ing at t'h,? two 
Body plants. Chevy N'o. 4 had been captured after 
the injunction had been issued and therefore was 
not included in the ouster 'order. 

The union declared Februa_ry 3 ''Wonren' ::i 
Day." Hundreds of women began arriving...:..'frori1 
Detroit, Toledo, Lansing, and Pontfac. 'the Fliti.t 
Women's Emergency Br-igade started · massing 
5,000 women for the occasion. 

The women decided to demohstnte rtghfin th~ 
heart of Flint. Parading with their ch ilc:fren they 
carried signs reading: " ·We Standby.Our Heroes 
in the Plants;" "Our Daddies ·Fight for Us Little 
Tyke·s." As the deadline neared the womer1 
mapched to Fi.er No. 1, merging with the thous
ands alr~y there and encircled the entire length 
and breadth of the plant, six abreast in a loop 
both ways, the biggest picket line in Flint's 
history. There was to be no last-minute sur-



render. As the 5,000 womenwearingtheirbright 
red berets arrived at the plant carrying clubs, 
stove pokers, crowbars and lead pipes the sit
downers inside went wild, A Chevy No. 4 worker 
aptly described their feelings : 

''It was like we was soldiers holding the fort. 
It was like war. The guys with me became my 
buddies. I remember as a kid in school readin' 
about Davey Crockett and the last stand at the 
Alamo. You know, mister, that's how I felt. 
Yes, sir, Chevy No. 4 was my Alamo.' ' (64) 

With world-wide interest focused 6n that 
"war," the stage was set for a showdown. 

Murphy had reached the end of his rope. 
On the evening of February 10 he brought the in
junction order to Lewis' hotel room to tell him 
it would be served to oust the sit-downers. Lewis 
replied that if that happened he would march 
straight to the plant arid go inside to face the 
Guard alongside the workers.(*) 65 

With tens of thousands of workers in Flint 
surrounding the plants and refusing to surrender, 
with the heat and light at Chevy 4 turned off on 
February 9 and 10, and nearly 5,000 sit-downers 
prepared to "fight to the death," on February 11, 
the 44th day of the sit-down, General Motors 
gave up. It signed a contract wiVi the UAW recog
nizing the. union as sole bargaining agent in the 
20 struck plants, and for all its members in the 
other plants, and agreed notto deal with any other 
group for at least six months. The union felt con
fident-and was later proved correct-that this 
was enough time to assure an overwhelming UAW 

•Contrary to the wide-spread assumption that 
Murphy never intended to use the troops to 
forcibly remove the strikers, the Governor 
testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee 
on January 11, 1939 that, with Roosevelt's ap
proval, he had reached the point of demanding 
that the writ be carried out when negotiations 
were near a breakdown. ~troit Free Press, 
Jan. 12-13, 1939) 

majority in the GM chain. All wiion members 
were to be rehired and would suffer no dis
crimination because of union activity. Union but
tons, a real organizing tool at that time, were 
permitted to be worn inside the plants. Formerly, 
workers had been fired on the spot for pinning 
one on. The injunctions were dropped. Negotia
tions would begin in five days on wages and work
ing conditions. GM immediately raised wages 
5c an hour in the hope of ''taking the play away 
from the union," but " "i'~t'ly ::ill the workers 
traced this $25 million ' . :.rcase directly to the 
UAW victory. 

When the settlern ~ · . ·as brought to the sit
downers for ratifi r :-n: _ · , sharp dis<:ussion en
sued. Chevy No. 4 rker s were somewhat dis
appointed bec?n~r "1 ~y were not included in the 
sole bargaining p1·0vision, but it was felt that this 
certainly would be achieved in less than six 
months. The workers at Fisher Body No. 2 ap 
proved it after a long discussion. But at Fisher 
Body No. 1 the men began firing questions at 
their leaders: ''How about the speed of the line? 
How about the bosses-will they be as tough as 
ever?' ' 

Finally, one striker summed it up when he 
said: "What's the use of kidding ourselves. All 
that piece of paper means is that we got a union. 
The rest depends on us!" 66 

The Flint workers had" struck the blow which 
shattered the shackles of open shop tyranny!" 

Now the workers prepared to leave the plants 
that had been their home for 44 long days. One 
of them-"John Thrasher of Standard Cotton, a 
small feeder plant for Fisher One, where the 
sit-down closely paralleled that of the major 
untt"-set down his thoughts on this occasion: 

"As the exhiliration of our first union vic
tory wore off the gang was occupied with thoughts 
of leaving the silent factory. • •• 

"Ole found himself wondering what home life 
would be like again. Nothing that happened before 
the strike began seemed to register in the mind 
any more. It is as if time itself started with th.
strike. 

"What will it be like to go home and to come 
back tomorrow with motors running and the 
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long- silenced machines roaring again? But that 
is for the future •••• 

'' Ole must pack. -Into a paper shopping bag I 
place the things which helped make my 'house' 
a place to live in: house ·slippers, extra shirts, 
sox and underwear; razor and shaving equip
ment; two books; a reading lamp; and the picture 
of my wife that hung above my bed. ••• 

''It is near time to go. Already there is a 
goodly number of cars and people outside, 
brother workers who have come to escort us out 
of 'the plant. The first victory has been ours 
but the war is not over. We were strong enough 
to win over all the combined forces of our 
enemies and we shall continue to win only if 
we remember that through Solidarity we have 
been made free. 

"Now.the door is opening." 67 

At 5 P.M. on February 11 the whistle sounded 
full blast and the evacuation of Fisher Body No. 
1 began .. The thousands waiting outside cheered 
as Bud Simons headed up the line of workers 
coming out under a huge sign bearing the decla
ration, "Victory Is Ours!'' All the strikers 
carried bundles of belongings on their backs. 
Waves of deafening cheers resounded as entire 
families leaped at the men, marching like a 
conquering army. Lines formed and the two
mile -parade to the other plants began. As the 
double row of marchers reached the top of the 
hill facing Fisher No. 2 and Chevy No. 4, great 
flares lit up the area. Confetti poured down and 
the huge gates of No. 4 opened. 

As editor Kraus described it: '' Lungs that 
were already spent with cheering found new 

..... 

strength as the brave men whose brilliant coup 
had turned the strike to definite victory began to 
descend the stairs. They looked haggard with 
exhaustion. The mark of suffering was on them. 
Yet their collective joy and pride submerged 
all this. As they came out, wives and children 
rushed to husbands and fathers who had not been 
seen for ten fear-filled days. st.rong, heavily
bearded men were unashamed of tears. Then 
someone began to sing Solidarity: 

'Solidarity forever! 
'Solidarity forever! 
'Solidarity forever! 
'For the union makes us strong!' 

and as all joined in, the moment was carried 
beyond its almost unbearable tenseness and 
emotion.' ' When Fisher No. 2 had emptied, ti\e 
cheering and noise "exceeded all bounds of 
hearing." 

The thousands sang "Solidarity Forever' ' as 
they surged into Third Avenue, a human flood 
headed for the center of the city. They had made 
Flint a unlon town. 

As UAW editor Kraus noted, 68 the spirit of 
the time was expressed perfectly by one slightly 
tipsy worker to another celebrating later in the 
wee hours of the morning: "Emmet, you gotta 
believe me! It ain' t me that's talkin', it's the CIO 
in me!'' 

Le immediate effects of this victory were 
enormous. Although AFL head Green called the 

Support pours in from Dodge, Chrysler, Midland Steel, and from cities all over Michigan and Ohio 

l, 
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settlement "a blow -at all labor," a wave of 
strikes and sit- downs rolled across the country. 
In Detroit alone, · in the next two weeks 87 sit
downs were begul). Packard, Goodyear, Goodrich 
-and General Ele-ctric' s Lynn, Massachusetts 
plant ann'otinced immediate wage increases. Four 
days aftier the workers had marched out of GM' s 
plants UAW membership reached 200,000. 
Another 100,000 were signed up in the n~~ few 
months. 

Briggs and Murray, two body manufactusers, 
gave wage hikes o.n the 15th; Nash- Kelvinator 
settle~ the next day; a second Briggs plant in 
Flint won time and one-half for overtime and a 
wage increase after a 7% -hour sit-down on the 
17th; 3,000 women in various ,factories sat down 
in Detroit on the 18th; 2,000 more joined them 
the next day. By the 22nd there were 75,000 
auto workers in the UAW in Detroit alone, .and 
$75 million had been added to auto workers' 
wages in that model year. On the 2Srdten strikes 
were won in a single day and Chrysler offered 
increases in all departments, w~ile agreeing to 
negotiate a contract with the UAW for its 75,000 

·workers. 
On the 24th, less than two weeks after the 

Flint si.t-down had ended, United Press estintated 
that a ·minimum of 30,000 workers were sitting 
1n acr<>i!JS the country. Sevt:!riteen strikes were 
1n 'progress 1n Detroit and 9,000 New England 
shoe workers had just walked 'out. The next day 
14 new sit-downs began in Detroit. And then 

came the big one. 
Qi March 2 United states steel-the largest 

steel company in the world and the other giant 
bastion of the open shop alongside GM-signed 
a contract with the CIO' s steel Workers Organ
izing Commiftee-WITHOUT A STRIKE. After 
long and bloody battles dating back to the 19th 
century, a union had come to s .eel. During the 
auto strike, flying squads of organizers had 
been blanketing the steel towns of Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, Illinois, and other states signing up work
ers by the thousands. The giant monopoly ap
parently saw the handwriting on the wall and 
wanted no part of a Flint-style offensive in its 
own mills. 

The next day General Electric announced it 
would meet with ·the Un'ited Ele.ctrica.l Workers; 
CIO, to discuss a contractJor .. its 60,000 work
ers. By March 3, 47 sit-down strikes had been 
won in Detroit, and young women working in 
Woolworth's had smuggled cots ipto the stores 
to attempt to brlng down that million-dollar 
corporation. 

The CIO had set tts sights on organizing fivEl, 
million workers, a task which was virtually ac
c·omplished in less than four years. A half 
century of battles, of Homestead, Haymarket; 
1837, 1 Pullman, packinghOJJse, 1919 in steel, 
final~ came to fruition in the greatest industrial 
organizing drive the nation had ever seen. It had 
been nurtured in Akron, spread to Toledo and 
Cleveland, and then, when the CIOleadership set 

l 
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its sights on steel as· the kingpin, the auto work
ers had come along to upset the timetable. They 
had determined that GM would be the kingpin, 
and within GM it was to be Flint, ''the belly of 
the µionster." There is hardly any doubt that the 
44 days spent inside of Fisher Body Nos. 1 and 
2 and Chevrolet Assembly No. 4 was the turning 
point for the tmionization-d the mass-production 
industries in the United states. As one observer 
declared when the strike was barely ten days 
old: "The :future of the Committee for Industrial 
Organization, most -hq,eful development in the 
history of the American labor movement, lies in 
the hands of the sit-down strikers who have 
occupied Fisher Body Plant No. 1 at Flint, 
Michigan." 69 . 

That this was a fuming point is easily demon
strated: It was the first time that a national 
union had thrown all its weight behind one of its 
sections. It represented the tri~ph al. industrial 
unionism over the more divisive AFL craft-type 
unionism. As noted previously, it was the most 
important single factor in spurring the union
ization of Big steel. It was ''the first major t,est 
of the industrial union drive ••• moving forward 
in steel and other mass production industries.' ' 
10 Shortly afterwards, the Supreme Court, 
"coincidentally," reversed its previous position 
and declared the Wagner Act constitution~, mak
ing certain baste workers' rights legal. 

Even more fundamentally, "the attack on GM 
was basically an attack on one of the important 
sectors of Wall street," 71 a point well under
stood by many of its leaders. Mortimer had told 
the Fisher Body workers: 

"This thing ts deepel" than most people real
ize. Behind GM is the steel Institute. Behind the 
Steel Institute are the DuPonts. It is a fight be
tween the American working class and the tap 
root of American capitalism." 72 

And behind GM was also the fascist Liberty 
League and Black Legion, spawned by some of 
the biggest corporate interests in the country. 
The auto monopoly represented a financial power 
that was inte_rlocked with finance capital through
out the world. In organizing GM, the auto work
ers were breaking through the enemy line at one 
of its strongest points, which is why the reper
cussions spread throughout the country. While 
it was not a revolution-it did not, nor was its 
aim to, transfer state power into the hands of the 
working class-it .was a major confrontation in 
the struggle between prq,erty rights and work
ers' rights, and many of the laws established 
by the ruJ4.ng class to keep the wor~ers in check 
were broken. GM's president, Alfred -Sloan, 
~self recognized th.is new-io\Dld power of the 
workers when he said: 

"Through the ••• Courts the illegality of the 
'sit-down' was established. The strikers were 

< 

ordered out of the Corporation's plants.- They 
deliberately refused to obey ,the orders of the 
Court. They were found in contempt of the Court. 
No effort was made by the local enforcement 
authorities to enforce the orders of the Court 
and the state itself took no action toward main
taining the authority of the law. (Sloan should 
have said no successful effort or action was 
taken, since they certainly tried.-W. L.) Under 
such circumstances, the Corporation stood pow
erless. Manifestly, it became a matter beyond 
its power to control." 73 

What exactly was this pc;,wer that could 
strike at the ''tap root'' of capitalism and 
render GM ''powerle·ss ?'' 

In the first place it was the overwhelming 
rank-and-file character of the strike. It should 
be remembered what the workers would have 
faced in a prolonged organizing struggle: com
pany spies, blacklists, strikebreaking, firing due 
to union activity, tear gas, etc. The sit-down 
overcame all of these obstacles. But almost by 
definition it is in the nature of a sit-down that 
the rank and file must run it. It cannot succeed 
otherwise. The sit-down has been described 
as sort of a "domestic poll of the workers.' ' 
Solidarity and unity are the cornerstones of 
its success. 

Through such participation of the mass, many 
things became possible: demonstrations; mass 
picketing barring entry and discouraging attack 
through active defense; 24-hour picket lines; 
agitation through bulletins, newspapers, sound 
trucks, and mass singing of labor songs to bol
ster morale; a democratically-run strike com
mittee with direct and large rank.'.. and-file 
representation and therefore control; relief 
committees; free food supply, etc. It was this 
mass participation that enabled the workers to 
"take possession" of the plants and gain backing 
from the working-class population of a company 
town. This helped provide the strong outside 
support necessary to guarantee the existence of 
the· sit-downers inside. Many times 1t was the 
overwhelming, all-pervasive character of the 
mass in motion that was largely responsible 
for the tremen.dous rapid growth of the union. 
Workers sece:ing the power of the organized 
group foupd it irresistible, especially as it 
acc::tUn'fllatf'ld N"ietor.ies over a heretofore unbeat
able en1::my. 

So predominant was this rank-and-file char
acter that it moved in advance of the CIO leaders: 
" It is probably true that if ••• the CIO had been 
entirely free to pick (its) own time and place, 
the struggle in automobiles would have come 
somewhat later, might even have been post
poned until after a victory had been won in steel 
or in rubber or in coal. The auto workers' strike 
was primarily a rank and file movement.'' 74 
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The success of the rank and file and its sit
down was also based on the interlocking nature 
of the assembly line. On the one hand the cor
porations had constructed a method of production 
that set men "apart," concentrating on their 
"own" job, as a cog in a wheel, what many 
called "dehumanization; ' ' on the other ·hand, the 
assembly line contained within itself the seeds 
of power to conquer its owners. The key to its 
operation was usually contained within a few 
departments, and the organizers set about de
veloping a strong core of union mer. in those 
departments, vital links in a spiralling chain. 
The soldering and welding department, "body
in-white," was a key link in Fisher Body as was 
Fisher Body itself in the ove~-all GM empire. 
The belt is an interlocking form. Once cut at 
certain spots it becomes inoperative, as was 
certainly demonstrated in t_he lightening-like 
actions involved in closing down Chevy Nos. 4 
and 6. 

To start a sit-down, a highly organized core 
was all that was necessari. But a participating 
and supporting mass was necessary to win tt. 

The importance of the workers to the assembly 
line operation-who individually were cogs in the 
wheel but who collectively were the wheel ttself
was no better described than in the reactions of 
one of the sit-downers after the plants were shut: 
"Now we know our labor· ts more important 
than the money of the stockholders, than the 
gambling on Wall street, than the doings of the 
managers and foremen." 

But it was not some amorphous, ''pure'' 
rank and file that created the victory on its own. 
There was a core of leadership, and immersed 
in this core were the communists. 

Typical was a worker like Walter Moore, 
Communist Party section organizer for auto in 
Flint, an integral member of the five-man strike 
strategy committee inside Fisher Body No. 1. 
Communists were perJI1eating the working class, 
fighting for their long-advocated policy of in
dustrial unionism to break the open shop in the 
citadels of monopoly capital. As Lewis' bio
grapher, Saul Alinsky, no friend of the Left, 
points out in reluctant admiration: 

In 1933-34 "when the AFLsmashedthe spirit 
of unionism, it was the left-wingers who zeal
ously worked day and night picking up the pieces 

.••• and putting them together •••• 
''When the auto workers, filled with disgust, 

built bonfires with their AFLmembership cards, 
it was the left-wi'lgers mainly who kept fighting 
against the disillusionment and cynicism that 
swept the workers. It was they who kept organ
izing and organizing and organizing. 

"The leaders and organizers of the UAW 
group in General Motors were the left-wing
ers, Wyndhaµl Mortimer and Robert Travis. 

These two built the union inside the great GM 
empire.... , 

"Every place where new industrial unions 
were being formed, young and middle-aged 
Communists were working tirelessly •••• 

"The fact is that the Communist Party made 
a major contribution in the organizing of the un
organized for the CIO." 75 

The Party had organized shop clubs in the auto 
plants before the strike. During the course of the 
sit-down they distributed 150,000 copies .of the 
Daily Worker inside and outside the plants, with 
special sections devoted to the auto workers. 
Wliere these shop clubs existed, the strike was 
at its strongest. The effectiveness of the shop 
unit of the Communist Party, said William Wein
stone, Party Secretary for the state of Michigan, 
was proven in the Flint sit-down. 76 

The leadership position of communists in 
these strike struggles was reflected in such sit
uations as the one at Midland steel, which manu
factured frames for Plymouth and Lincoln. Prior 
to the union victory there, the company tried to 
bar strike organizer John Anderson from the ne
gotiations because he had been the Communist 
Party candidate for the governor of Michigan in 
1934. 

It has been generally recognized that com
munists built such unions as National Maritime, 
Transport Workers, -Food and Tobacco Workers, 
West Coast Longshoremen ~d Warehousemen, 
the old Local (now District) 65, United Electrical 
Workers, Rubber Workers, and many more. Sixty 
of the 200 organizers sent out by the CIC>' s steel 
Workers Organizing Committee were members 
of the Communist Party. 

The question arises, therefore, if the com
munists played such a central role in this period, 
why was the struggle not carried beyond union
ization of the mass production industries, as 
necessary and magnificent a contribution as that 
was? What permltted the once-great CIO to sink 
into the morass of business unionism a genera
tion later? 

While there ts no one simple answer, funda
mental weaknesaes existed in the Party in par
ticular, and the left wing in general, that had 
great bearing on the question. 

Perhaps the most important was the lack of 
a forthright positJ,on concerning the role of the 
state, of the Roosevelt-Murphy government. A 
class analysis of its function was sorely confused. 

Not only did the Party fail to explain the class 
nature of the state, one that represented the rul
ing class and its laws against the workers, . but 
the C.P. actually called for the11Se of the bosses' 
army, the NatiOnal Guard, to protect the workers? 

After the Battle of Bulls Run, the Daily wor.k
.ll editorialized: 

"The people of Michigan certainly cannot be 



The Strike Committee meets in Fisher Body No. 1, Bud Simons (at right) chairman 

pleas ed with his (Mm.-phy's) initial stater.1ent: 
'State authorities ·under no condition are ~oingto 
t ::ike sides in this controversy.' Will the Governor 
not take sides- in the issue of jm,tice vs. in
justice? Will he not take sides in the question 
of that degree of industrial democracy which 
unionization affords as against the black in
dustrial autocracy of the General Motors Corpo
ration? •••• 

''The progressive forces of this country 
expect the Governor to use the National Guard, 
now that it is in Flint, for the protection of the 
rights of the workers •••• (Murphy and Roose 
velt) must compel the General Motors Corpora
tion to recognize the union ••• .• " 77 

Certainly the communists must have known 
what Mortimer later reported, that "the Roose
velt Administration tried to pressure the ne
gotiating committee into settlement on terms 
favorable to GM."(*) 78 And they most definitely 
knew of Roosevelt's role in 1934 when he ob
structed the auto workers' efforts to organize 
their own union under the NRA. 

*No one could know at that time, of course, that 
during the strlke Lewis told Murphy that when he 
(Lewis) had asked Roosevelt whether the Pres
ident would order a forcible ouster of the sit
downers from the plant, Roosevelt replied, 
" Let them sit, John!" Murphy told Lewis that 
this story contradi~ted what Roosevelt had told 
the Governor, namely, .that the White House 
wanted the strilces ended even if that meant 
catrying · out the injunction and l'emoving the 
sit-downers by force. Murphy complained that 
he was being "put in the middle." To clear 

Consider the fact that ~oosevelt, the sup
posed champion of collective bargaining under 
the New Deal, failed to enforce even this law 
that his own administration had established. 
When Lewis demanded that "the law of the 
land" be carried out, Rooseyelt avoided the 
issue, saying it was ''not. the time for head
lines.' ' This enabled GM to feel even more 
secure in attempting to terrorize the workers 
into submission shortly after that. Roosevelt 
and Murphy certainly did nothing important to 
impede GM' s use of armed rompany thugs, the 
local police, the Flint Alliance, tear gas, labor 
spies and other assorted standard ruling class 
practices. Rather, it was the worl~ers holding 
the plant machinery as ''hqstage'' that was 
decisive. 

While, on the one hand, Michigan Party sec
retary Weinstone did give a clear analysis in 
a pamphlet published ,1.fte:r' the Sit-down of why 
Roosevelt drew back from 'using federal troops 
against the strllcers, on the other . hand, ii1 a 
Daily Worker article (Jan. 16, i937) distributed 

up the contradiction between the two stories 
that Roosevelt had told Murphy .and Lewis, the 
Governor telephoned the President from De
troit, and unknown to Roosevelt, put Lewis on an 
extension to listen in. When Murphy then told 
Roosevelt what Lewis had said and asked the 
President if he -had · chang_ed his mind about 
forcibly ousting the. strllcers, Roosevelt re
portedly said to Murphy, ·"Disregard whatever 
Mr. Lewis tells you." (As recounted by Alin_sky 
in his biography of Lewis, p. 130) 
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to possibly 50,000 auto workers, he said that 
"The people now look to Governor Murphy 
to fulfill the pledges which elected him to office.'' 

Further illusions on the role of the govern
ment along these lines were contained in the 
afore-mentioned Daily Worker editorial: "1be 
Federal government and its spokesman in the 
Governorship of Michigan (must) compel the 
General Motors Corporation to recognize the 
union, to accept a national agreement ~d ••• 
the strikers' demands." Although the Parfy 
publication said it had warned the workers 
previously not to rely on Roosevelt, it con
tinued to talk of the Roosevelt Administration 
as if it could represent the workers if enough 
pressure was put on it. In its January 14th ed
itorial it reiterated that the election "mandate 
was violated again.' ' And again, on the next day 
it demanded that the "75th Congress ••• bring 
out into the light of day sinister details of this 
giant trust," meaning GM. 

In the ~st analysis, when Murphy said he was 
sworn to " uphold. the law," whose "law" did it 
become? Obviously GM' s law, since to carry it 
out he felt duty ' bound to · remove the workers 
from the plants. It was never a question of i•up
holding the law'' by telling GM \ts thugs, police 
and vigilantes would have to fight the National 
Guard if they attempted to invade the struck 
plants. 

The Party failed to explain the class nature 
of the law, at a time when hundreds of thousands 
of workers, inside and putside the plants, were 
reading its publications. The fact is that the sit
downers DID break the 'ruling class' s laws in 
occupying the factories. This presented an op
portunity to explain the nature of the law and 
WHY it was unjust, what class had . enacted it 
and for whose bf nefit. 

1be murky nature of the Party's attitude on 
the question of the class nature of the state was 
clearly revealed in its position on Roosevelt' s 
"court-packing'! plan. When the Supreme Court 
repeatedly struck down New Deal legislation, 
Roosevelt proposed to expand the body to fif
teen by addin~ six new justices to what was re
ferred to as the ''nine old men:•' In ·supporting 
this plan, the Party referred to the "nine old 
men" as "puppets of Wall streeto" 79 ltthere
by implied that the new Roosevelt-appointed 
justices might set'Ve the people rather than Wall 
streeto While the people may certainly conduct 
a fight for their rights through the courts as one 
avenue of struggle, cerlainly the Communist 
Party was feeding illusions in what could be 
gained from the Court 111 a capitalist society, 
by labeling one set of justices ''Wall street 
p'lJPpets'' who could conceivably be overcome 
by "better" ones who wouldn't serve the ruling 
class. 

And .just in case the new court didn't do the 
right thing, the Party declared that the "main 
job will not be done until the White House and 
Congress REPUDIATE COMPLETELY the 
usurped powers of the Supreme Court." ~Uy 
Worke-r, Feb. 8, 1937) 1bis implied that some
how the White House and Congress might be in
clined to ''protect'' the people against the Court's 
arbitrary actions-feeding the belief in the ef
fectiveness of the so-called checks and balances 
of the three branches of the ruling class' gov
ernment. 

Despite the fact that the Party ran a candidate 
for President in 1936, for the most part it pushed 
a position that tailed Roosevelt. It put its main 
blast on the Republican candidate, Alf Landon, 
labeling him the representative of the most 
reactionary open-shoppers, like GM and U.S. 
Steel, who might move to fascism. Even if that 
were true, the C.P. clearly implied that the 
Roosevelt Administration would somehow take 
the workers' side if "pushed" hard enough
just the way it implies now that Johnson would 
if freed from the Pentagon'·s " chains." 

Ole must conclude that the coipmunists play
ed a fundamental role in organizing industrial 
\lllions in the mass-production industries-from 
which point an . advanced class battle could be 
conducted..;...but. failed to supply the ideological 
leadership which would guarantee the actual 
car,rying out of that battle. Witli the advent of 
World War II, and the iiquidation of :most 'Party 
shop• clubs-a11.d eventuallf th~ Party. itself
in the iui~e of. ''llllity, ' ' the policy of supporting 
Roosevelt in. a united front was carried to its 
logical conclusion. Tife groundwdrk · for Earl 
Browder's 1944 dissolution ofthe Party-andhis 
thesis th~t \votkers and boss e's could "coop
erate" '1in the post-war world for the benefit 
of "all"-was laid in the earlier lack of a cl~s 
approach, of failing to understand that in one way 
or another 1the state (Roosevelt) had Jo repre
sent' the corporate ruling class and that · ulti
mately only a workers' state was the answer. 

The post-war assault on the left-wing leaders 
of the CIO succeeded, in part, because the Party 
had failed to give the ideological' leadershtp 
necessary to withstand such an attack. 

Le fact is that Roosevelt did not use Federai 
troops to intervene on the side of GM ~cause 
of a chain of reasons: .1) 1be workers had an
nounced in advance that they would offer stiff 
resistance to an,y such attempts, and a bloodbath 
would follow. This would have seriously dam~ 
aged1the image of the "democratic" New Deal 
which Roosevelt was so carefully nurturing to 
save the system during1the disastrous depres-
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sion. 2) Such open intervention would arouse the 
entire working class against both the corpora
tions and the Administration. 3) These first two 
reactions would be a severe blow to the Demo
cratic Party, and therefore to the two-party 
system inside of which the workers were bound 
so securely. And 4), the final result might be
come a strong case for an independent workers' 
party to challeng13 the ruling-class parties on a 
higher level, possibly even having a socialist 
goal....;.or at least some form of "public owner
ship'' of the means of production. 

Roosevelt (and Murphy) were caught in this 
contradiction and kept holding off the use of 
troops because the risk of exposure of the true 
nature of the state was too great, especially 
following so closely on the heels of the 1936 

· Democratic landslide. 
In reading more than 100 copies of the Daily 

Worker, from December, 1936 to March, 1937, 
one finds no real exposure of the relationship 
of the state to the ruling class. The Party's own 
members, for the most part, were part of a united 
front behind Roosevelt. It criticized him mainly 
from the point of view that he either "made mis
takes,'' as with an embargoonaidtoanti-fascist 
forces in Spain, or he didn't go "far enough'' in 
championing the workers' cause. The Party 
rarely declared that Roosevelt was following the 
age- old policy of the '' carrot and the stick'' : that 
is, allowing some labor reform while at the satne 
time permitting all kinds of locally- and com
pany- inspired violence to be used against the 
workers all across the country. Certainly the 
defense measures taken by the sit-downers in the 
final days were in expectation that if the National 
Guard was used at all it would be used against 
them. From their own experience, that was the 
only possible conclusion they could reach. 

The C.P. based its support of the New Deal 
on a united front against fascism and monopoly. 

But by relying on the Democrats, it fed the il
lusion that a ruling-class party could give this 
kind of leadership. It left the working class, and 
its own members, totally unprepared for the shift 
in emphasis from the carrot to the, stick that 
occurred after World War II, when the left-wing 
movement and the prop;ressive nature of the CIO 
were virtually wipe cl out by a big· business, Cold 
War offensive. 

One could say that the sweep of events was 
so swift and overwhelming that no one could 
have been prepared to gauge fully its implica
tions and act to guarantee against backsliding. 
Although a socialist revolution was not neces
sarily the order of the day, the ruling class 
greatly feared the working masses might ap
proach that idea if they b~ oke out of the two
party, "state-is-neutral" box. It was precisely 
this fact that Roosevelt recognized and the C.P. 
glossed over. 

Ole might conclude that at least the working 
class could have emerged from this struggle 
with the conviction that it needed an independent 
political party (if it didn ' t actually bring one 
into being) and with a much greater understanding 
of the rule of the state, class society, and "the 
law." These were functions which the C.P. could 
have performed but apparently neglected, at best, 
and thus many times fed illusions to the workers 
on these fundamental questions. 

Had the communists developed a long-range 
strategy for socialist revolution, or at least 
stuck to the concept that a working-class smash
ing of the ruling-class state was necessary, . 
along with establishment of a workers' state 
apparatus, then they and thousands of workers 
would not have fallen into the trap of reasoning 
that events would depend on who pushed the 
"neutral," "democratic" Roosevelt harder, 
GM or the auto workers. 
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Despite any shortcomings afterwards, the 
Flint sit-down and its stimulus to the CIOwas an 
historic victoryfortheU.S. working class. With
out it, the ability of the workers in the mass 
production industries to fight big business would 
have been severely hampered. The story of how 
this advance was sold out by "leaders" such as 
Walter Reuther is a subject in itself. However, 
the ·recent period has seen the greatest wave of 
wildcat' strikes in auto in many years. The 
failure .of the Reuther leadership to fight the auto 
companies is being exposed more and more. 
Rebellious workers who refuse to be saddled 
with sellouts under three and five-year contracts 
are increasingly coming to the fore. ·Part of 
the answer to these problems ts a program con
sisting of a thirty-hour week for forty hours 
pay; an end. to speed-up; worker control of pro
duction standards; a worker-enforced safety 
code; a ban on compulsory overtime ; a grievance 
procedure which can be backed up by strikes 
in the face of company refusal to settle; and a 
healthy wage increase to meet the rising cost 
of living caused by skyrocketing profits. 

To fight for such a program not only ts the 
" spirit of '37" needed, but also a core of 
rank-and-file militants to organize a national 
rank-and-file movement on a plant-by-plant 
basis around the country, similar to the kind 
of organization Mortimer and Travis brought 
to fruition in Flint, Cleveland and Detroit. And · 
what ts needed to sustain such a movement is 
true communist leadership with a working-class 
ideology. 

As the sit-downer noted when he left the 
plant, ''The first victory has been ours but the 
war is not over." To win that " war, " the power 
of the working class must be correctly esti 
mated. If there is one overriding lesson to be 
learnt from the Great Flint Sit-Down it is that 
workers acting in unity and solidarity can triumph 
over the most powerful weapons the ruling class 
throws against them. Certainly the National 
Guard had an overwhelming superiority in arms 
with which tu slaughter the auto workers. But 
the strikers won because of the very contra
dictions created by the system itself: the Gu~rd 
would have destr-0yed not only General Motors 
U it invaded the plants, but the illusion that 
workers have something to gain from a bosses' 
state, bosses' laws and a bosses' party. Su
periority of arms could not triumph because 
the profit system had created an interlocking 
assembly line, dependent on thousands of work
ers for its q,eration, which, U destroyed, would 
cause a breakdown in that very profit system. 
Taking advantage of this contradiction, the work-
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SIT.DOWN 
(()rlclul Huie ud Words Compoeed by 

llaarloe 8apr.) 

(1) 
Wllell tlley tie tbe ma to a uloa malD 

Sit dowal Sit clowDI 
1fllea tlley give 'Im 1be uek, they'll take him back 

Sit dowll! Sit down! 

CHORUS 
8lt down, jaat take a .eat, 
Sit cloWII, Uld reat yoar feet. 
Bit doWII, you've pl&. 'em beat. 

Sit down! Sit dowal 

{2) 

WIie• they mille and say, ao rabe Ill l*Y 
Sit down! Sit down! 

WIie• yoa waat the boss to - acrca 
81t down! Sit duwll! 

CHORUS 

si 

Now ; 
But- l1 
TIiey · 
And' 
For w 

Cb< 
We 
Nol 
For 
A.Ill 
No, 

• 

(8) , Oh f!. 
WII~ the 1peed-up oomea, jusl twldclle your th1:1J11ba I Aad t 

lllt dowal Sit tlown! Whtea 
WMS yoi waat •em to know they 'd bettd go llow I They 

Sit dowal l!llt down! For t 

CHORUS 

(4) 
When t he boa won't talk, don't take a walk 

Sit doWIII ' Sit clowa! 
WIie• tbe bea 1ee11 that, he'D waat a Uttle chat 

Sit ,Owal ·sit dowa! 

CHORUS 

SPIRIT OF UNION 
(Tulle: Wllky Dinky Parley;Voo) 

We Ualoa Me11, ue-oat to wbl, ~voo 

· We w 
Aad_,1 

" Wr:'vr 
Now ·, 
u thr, 

From the United Automob ile Worker, Jan . 1937 

ers perfected the sit- down tactic and " the door 
opened.'' slightly. 

It remains for the pr esent members of the 
UA W-CIO, heirs to an inspiring heritage, to fling 
that door wide open, letting in the sun of a rank
and- file- led union once more. It could fall to the 
auto workers to again take the lead-setting the 
pace for similar movements all over the coun
try-but this time to build a society in which 
the workers' law, the workers' party and the 
workers' state is supreme, 
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P.L.P.: Re~olationary Communist Party 

Dear reader: 
Like all working-class. people, you know you are 

being cheated out of a decent life. The question is, 
how to fight back? How to . win? 

When · you read CHALLENGE, the newspaper of 
the Progressive Labor Party, you learn from the 
experience of other men _and women-like you- who 
are fighting against the ruling class and their front 
men in many places: on the job, inside the unions, 
in the schools, in the neighborhoods, ip welfare, in 
hospitals, inside the army, and more: 

CHALLENGE started very small, but now tens 
of thousands of ·working-class men and women and 
young people read each issue. Why? Because you 
can't find out about these peoples' struggles in the 
big-business newspapers. 

WE DON'T HAVE ANY REPORTERS. ALMOST 
all our stories come from men and women who are 
right in the middle of a struggle and write us a 
letter about it. 

Many of these good fighters who send us stories 
have joined the Progressive Labor Party. Progres
sive Labor is a revolutionary . party whose . members 
very seriously dedicate themselves to serve the 
people. In our party we get together and exchange 
ideas and experiences so we can fight harder and 
bettet against the bosses and bankers and their 
politicians-the ruling class. 

THERE ARE SOME KEY LESSONS WHICH 
keep coming out of the peoples' struggles CHAL
LENGE hears about and writes about. The first 
lesson is, it's US against THEM. We mean, if we 
look deeply enough into every unportant event, it 
comes down to US-working men and women world
wide-fighting for a decent life against THEM
bosses and bankers, the ruling class, who always 
try to grab mor~ profit by keeping us down. 

"Sure, I know that," you might say. But . do you 
follow it all the way? For instance, in a strike like 
GE, you know the bosses are the main enemy. But 
how about the union leaders? Our stories show that 
they are also with the enemy. 

Or how about the struggle for good schooling? 
CHALLENGE shows how the rulers WANT bad 
education for working people- especially black and 
Latin people-to help keep wages down and make 
sure there's plenty of unemployed and plenty of vol
unteers for their army. 

And what about communism? Our stories show 
how communist iyeas help working people fight 
more effectively. 

So we have to learn more about US and THEM. 
And if we didn't have this communist paper, CHAL
LEN GE, to read, many more good people would 
have to make the same mistakes over and over 
again instead of learning from other experiences 
how to fight better. 

As -we said, our stories show tnat au nistory 1s 
the struggle of class against class, including what's 
happening now. But even more important, we ?ave 
leanred-from big strikes, from black rebellions, 
from peoples' war in Vietnam, and more-that the 
working class and its allies are now STRONG 
ENOUGH TO WIN-if united and informed. So the 
bosses plan to split us up. 

RACISM-BOSSES' WEAPON 

One big weapon the ruling class has for splitting 
us up if racism. The profit system robs all work
en, but black men and women are super-exploited 
-they get the worst jobs, lowest pay, . worst educa
tion, and have double the unemployment. Much the 
same holds for Spanish-speaking and all "non
white" workers. 

Low wages and high unemployment for black work
en make it easier for bosses to keep all wages 
down. $22 billion a year is a low estimate of what 
they grab this way. And black men and women
who get the worst deal-are often the most militant 
fighters, so the bosses use racism to keep these 
best fighters out of the leadership of unions and 
other groups. 

Whenever we see workers blaming things on other 
workers instead of fighting the boss or the ruling 
class, racism is in the picture, stirred up by the 
bosses' lies. We see this not only on the job and in 
the unions. The rulers use racism to split up the 
school struggle; they use racism to get some work
ers angry at working-clas~ men and women who are 
forced onto welfare; they use racism to kill working 
people in Vietnam. 

THE RULERS' RACISM AND RACIST LIES 
start in kindergarten and grade school and keep 
going in all the big newspapers and TV and radio 
and movies and colleges and books and everywhere 
the bosses' money can control. CHALLENGE and 
the Progressive Labor Party have learned that the 
fight against racism is the test which measures 
your seriousness about beating the ruling class. As 
vou keep reading CHALLENGE you will see how 



many real-life struggles are won or Jost according 
to how we all fight racism. 

Racism is the oldest scheme the rulen bave 10-
ing for them to split up our struggle. But they have 
more tricks. They pay women lower waaes, and try 
to rob the working class of half its strength by set
ting men to treat women as inferiors. They push 
nationalism and the idea of a "national interest" 
to hide the fact that working people can •only win 
by I the united fight of all workers against bosses of 
all nations and peoples. They push drugs on workin&
class boys and &iris to rob us of our best fi&hters. 
CHALLF;NGE trie.ii to expose all such schemes and 
spread the ~rd of struagle •icainst them. 

RULERS' BIGGEST WEAPON: ANTI
COMMUNISM 

The rulers' biggest divide-and-conquer weapon is 
anti-communism. They use anti-communism to 
smear revolutionaries and thus keep working peo
ple tied to sellout leaders. 

By sellouts we mean not just obvious ruling
class front men like Kennedy or Lindsay, George 
Meany or Roy Wilkins. CHALLENGE also prints 
stories exposing many. "leaders" who talk tough, 
talk militant, talk about unity, but don't work hard 
to build the kind of well-informed and ready-to-fight 
rank and file which is needed to win. People like 
Walter Reuther, Eldridge Cleaver, Harry Bridges, 
Dave Livingston, Martin Luther King, Che Gue
vara , and many more. 

At first you may think we're being pretty rough 
when we criticize leaders like this. But stay with 
us and you will see- it's proved by so many real-life 
peoples' struggles-that "leaders" who spread mis
taken ideas about the nature of the whole capitalist 
system are leading us to defeat no matter what 
kind of man or woman they are personally. For in
stance, we think there's nothing worse for workers' 
struggle than the old party which calls itself "Com
munist" but is now telling people to trust enemies 
like "lesser-evil" politicians and lawyers. 

We say that a true leader works not to become 
a great idol, but works to BUILD THE FIGHTING 
STRENGTH OF THE WORKING CLASS. This 
means working for a solid UNITY BASED ON UN
DERSTANDING-understanding the enemy, under
standing the capitalist system and how to fi&bt · it 
and overthrow it. This is what we in Proaressive 
Labor Party mean by communist leadership-we 
mean that men and women who are fighting the sys
!em should be helped to develop into better fighters, 
mto rank-and-file leaders, into communists who 
help more people fight better until the system is 
smashed. 

Don't be cal off 
from commaa1·,m 

THIS IS WHY THE RULING CLASS WANTS 
to cut you off from workers ·and students who sell 
CHALL~NGE, who build our communist party, the 
Progress1.ve Labor Party. The rulers' biggest 
weapon 1s not the H-bomb. It is ANTI-COMMUN
ISM. The bosses try to smear and scare working 

people who fight back, and try to cut them off from 
~o.mmunists, because communism has the power to 
JOm together all the fights against the common en
emy-the ruling bosses. By applying communist ideas 
in struggle, we can become the masters of our lives 
and futures. 

COMMUNIST IDEAS SHOW mE WAY 

Communist analysis shows us how our victories 
-wa1e aains, shorter hours, better conditions, 
school improvements, etc.-are stolen back by the 
bosses. The rulin& class robs us throuah hiaher 
prices and taxes and all their own rules that they 
call "laws," and through speed-up, cop or Army 
action, etc.-because these bosses OWN' and run 
courts, the Army and National Guard, the jails, the 
leiJslatur~, city councils and mayors, and con-
1ress. In ·other · words, what we HA VE is a gov
ernment of the bosses; what we NEED is a aov
emment of the workers. 

TO WIN ANYTHING WORTHWHILE WE 
must think big. We must learn from every victory 
or defeat how to join in a sharper struggle the next 
time-"up the ante." We have to put the bosses more 
_on the defensive, expose them more sharply and not 
let workers be fooled by all their tricks like the 
two-party system, the "impartial" arbitrators or 
judges, the "friendly" local people they put on gov
ernment payroll. If we plan · our struggles right, 
more and more working people and others can learn 
the true nature of this system. It is a ·dictatorship 
of the bosses which CANNOT BE MERELY "RE
FORME_D" but must be overthrown and replaced 
by a much more democratic system, a dictatorship 
of the workers. 

ADVANCE WITH CHALLENGE AND PLP 

As you 1et more and more into struggle against 
that certain way in which the ruling class is grind
ing YOU and your friends and family down, you too 
can see what a bi& effort is needed to win even 'a 
small gain, and how often the rulin& class is able to 
steal it back again becaust they run .the country. 
Some people who see this may decide "you can't 
fi1bt city hall." But with communist ideas-from 
CHALLENGE and the Progressive Labor Party
you can see your way to • more courageous de
cision . . You can decide to advance a step further 
and join the ranks of those who work to unite all 
the smaller struagles into one big fight which goes 
all the way. You can decide to join more closely 
with· men and women who are fighting back, and 
learnin1 bow to defeat the bosses' violence by peo
ple's struggle and people's war. You can help smash 
oilr · U.S. dictatorship of the bosses-which gives 
workers no voice in running things-and set up a dic
tatonhip of worken, a SOCIALIST system which 
will mean the end of the exploiters. 

Workers and all oppressed men and women, unite! 

Less talk, more action, FIGHT RACISM! 

DARE TO STRUGGLE, DARE TO WIN !" 



This flier was distributed to auto workers in Canada and the U.S. in June 1970 
prior to Fall 1970 contract battle •••.. 

STRIKE BEFORE ANY NEW MODELS! 

• 
THIS FLYER IS PUBLISHED J O INTLY BY THE CANADIAN PARTY OF LABOR AND THE U, S, PRO G RESSIVE LABOR PARTY 

TO BEAT THE BOSSES, WE MUST: 
EXTRA PROGRESSIVE LABOR PARTY JUNE 1970 

Unite All Workers ••• Smash Racism ••• Fight Speed-up.~. 
Defeat the Alliance of Company-Government-Union 
Sellouts ... Rely on the _Rank and File ••• 
INSIDE THIS FLYER-

-Auto Workers in a Squeeze 
-The '67 Sellout 
- The Negotiations Fraud 
-Auto Bosses Divide and Conquer 
- Workers' Wildcat Fight-back 
- A Call to Action 

I 

. -: 
Worlcers burnt GM strike-breaking letters in long walkout at F Int Fisher Body 

Auto B011e1 3 -Year Profit Nearly 
$15 Billion! $24,625 Profit per Worker! 
General Motors,,, .$10,057,000,000 

3,537,000,000 

If 600,000 production warlcers made 
$1.t,n5,000,000 grass profit for the 
Big Three, it means these auto bosses 
made $24,625 gross profit off of EACH 
production warlcer during the past 3-
year contract I How much do we have 
left after the last three years? 

~-·r 
L 



Au10 workers are in a squeeze. With the cur
rent three-year sellout contract due to expire 
Sept. 14. a lready G M boss Roche is on the offen
sh·e. Auto workers aren't working ha rd enough 
he says: not producing what they should be. He"i 
threatening nol to budge an inch o n any demands 
and wants workers to bust our backs even ha rder. 

But tht pact of spttd-up on the assembly 
linrs has gone UP, not down. More workers an 
beinc injured by the unsafe conditions, not less. 
More workers art being harassed, d isciplintd 
and given time off without pay or fired . Mort 
grievances are piling up which the company and 
VA W phonits play footsie with. And unemploy
ment lnels among auto workers art the HI GH
EST in ten "urs. 

All this for what7 FO R LESS REAL WAGES 
THA:'( WO RK ERS WERE EA RNING IN 1965! Just 
fro!)1 No, . 1968 to 'ov. 1969 real wages went 
dou·n Sl.2.l a week! So while Roche and his fel
lo" hillionnaires pra1t le about au to workers not 
v.orking hard enough, their companies are shov
ing workers to the wall. And what have these 
"poor. suffering" bosses made o ut of all this? 

During the course of the current three-year 
contract - fro m 1967 to 1970- the Big T hree (G M. 
C hrysler and Ford) have grossed a profit of 
FIFTEEN · BILLION DOLLA RS! T hey 

didn 't haul in all that loot beca use we workers 
were sitting around twidd ling our thumbs. They 
made it out of our sweat, Jong hours. untold ac
cidents a nd inj uries, and a decline in our real 
s·ag,. The ONLY way a boss makes profi t is off 
the labor of workers. $15 8 I L LION dollars 
profit means we labored plenty. 

Let's Not Repeat 
the '67 Sellout 

The Big Three had a pretty clear field to rake 
in a ll that dou~h because the Reuther machino 
he lped pave the way for it. J ust remember : 

• First they allowed thousands of grievances 
to pile up withou t any action against the com
panies whatsoever; 

• Then. when rank-and-file workers at GM's 
Mansfield , Ohio plant took matters into their own 
hands and wildca tted against the company's sub
contract ing out of thei r work, Reuther moved in 
his right-hand flunk y Woodcock, took over the 
local and worked hand-in-glove with GM to force 
the workers back, wo rkers who were fighting a 
battle fo r a ll a uto workers throughout the coun
try. His reason? The workers• mil itant action 
would "upset the coming negotiations''! 

• While the companies began making- and 
stockpil ing- the new models, Reuther stalled 
strike act ion until he was forced to do some
thing- he limited a wa lkout to Ford while the rest 
of the ind ustry was a llowed to operate full blast, 
thereby d iv id ing the wo rkers and putt ing the brunt 
of the figh t on the Ford workers. a real splitting 
maneuver, 

• After two months he signed a contract 
with Ford - and then with the other two- which not 
only has left auto workers in 1970 behind where 
we were in '67. but he gave away "SI00,000 an 
hour in wages when he all but scrapped the cost
of-living escalator clause: 

• Fina lly, when various locals wanted to 
st rike over " local grievances," he not o nly forced 
many locals back to work under the "na t ional 
agreement""--hut he topped his usual splitting per
formance by staggering the local strikes so that 
no lar~c amount of workers could be out at one 
t ime! Wi th "' fr iends" like tha t. who needs enc· 
mies? 

Sn !he last se llo ut contract left auto workers 
wide npcn for the companies' current attempt to 
,hift 1he hurdcn of the t,osses' recession onto the 
"orkcr~· hacks. wit h la yoffs for days or weeks at 
:1 timc and so mc indefi nite and with no protecl ion 
at all for 1hr: nr:wer workers wi1h less than a 
war', ,cniorit~ . 

, .a= .. -
. 1937 _si t~down strike ·that won unio.n at GM : Fis er Bady strikers drove off c ops with hoses 
f~m •.nsod~ p ion.I, Workers occuppoed plants fo r 44 days and nights. For camplete stary of 
thos hostoro c ac tion se_e coupon on b~k page li sti ng Flint Sit-Down Strike pamphlet. 

Negotiations-For Whom? pockets that black workers woutd be getting u 
they had at least equal conditions to white workers. 
In Canada they work the same deal, only there 
they set English-speaking and Frcnch~peaking 
workers against each other. And lately, with black . 
workers seeking jobs in Canada, they arc trying 
to pull the same stuff as they have in the U.S. 

One of the main reasons auto workers are left 
so defenseless is the trap set by the negotiations 
gimmick. With big fa nfare, several o;nonths ahead 
of time. the UAW "leadership" sets ·contract 
goals.· vague enough to get past any rank-and
file determination of wha t they should be. "D0n·1 
worry." they say; "we'll drive a 'ha rd bargain' 
when negotia tions start." 

But these negotiations between the auto bosses 
and the UAW bigwigs ALWAYS are used 10 give 
away and trade off the demands we should be 
fighting for. Negotiations are used by ·the bosses 
and their trusty sellout experts in the UAW "lead
ership" to keep us from organizing a united strike 
and to get us back to work withoµt winning what 
we need, if we do manage IQ force a strike. Weeks 
can go by after the old contract expires in which 
"the· hard bargan" is cozily being "negotiated" 
by the bosom buddies of boss and union Ounlcey. 

The bosses, who own the banks and corpora
tions, and control the 1overnment, ue interested 
In one thing-keeping their pront system ridln& 
hl&h, For us worken this means a system of 
was• sln ery. While we keep trying to get a bet
•~, w11e for our labon , better workin1 and Uvlna 
conditions for oursel,es and our families, under· 
this bOIStS' 'System thin&• keep &•!tin& worse. 
When the bosses r tlire, lifter a Ufe-dme of rob
bin& us, they've s ot a bundle. When we retire
if we 11 .. that Ions-we ml&bt ha .. Just enoucb to 
keep us from staninc-maybe. 

Negotiations Cit right into this scheme.~ They 
keep us from using our own fighting s trength to 
WI il our demands. Actually there is nothing to ne
gotia te. Contract negotia tion- UAW style-is the 
way we. the . rank-and-file. a rc hustled into the 
background and then sold out. To get anything out 
of the auto billionnaires, a real fight must be put 
up. But these top-level negotiations are exactly 
tht oppo'!_te of organizing a real fight. 

Auto Bosses Ape Hitler: 
Divide and Conquer 

To keep workers down-and. therefore, profits 
UP- the Big Three must keep us split and fighting 
each other. The ways they do this include: 

• RACISM - By feeding white workers the gar
bage about " inferiority" of black and Latin work
ers. about how "they" will take away "our" jobs, 
the bosses get away with murder. They make it 
two ways: I) it enables them to keep black and Latin 
workers in the U.S. in the lower-paying jobs, the 
last hired and first laid off. making for a differ
ential of more than $22 BILLION a year between 
fam ily incomes of black ~nd white workers in the 
U.S. alone. That's S22 billion more in the bosses" 

2) Equally, if not more important in the U.S., 
they keep whites on the o ne hand and b lacks and 
Latins on the other band viewing each other as the 
enemy, instead of uniting against the real enemy, 
the class that is doing ALL the oppressing and 
exploiting- the bosses. In Canada the same iJ true 
for English- and French-speaking workers. All 
this .weakens the working class in every battle, 
not JUst wage struggles, and denies it the special 
militartt leadership that can be offered by black 
and Latin workers, born of their special opprcs.-

Canadian auto wotlcen.strike Volkswagen 

sion. If whiie workers in the U.S . and English
speaking workers in Canada fought this bosses' 
weapon of racism they would be able to ugite with 
black, Latin and French~peaking workers in one 
mighty force to do battle with the same enemy- the 
auto profit-makers who make us all sweat for the 
greater glory of their bank accounts. So racism 
has GOT TO GO! 

• INEQUALITY OF WOMEN- The bosses sim
ilarly split women from men by spreading the no-

. ~ion tha~ women wo~ken ""'don't need the money." 
are taking a"(ay men"s jobs." and "belo ng in the 

home." All this tripe only allows the bosses to 
pay women less for the same work. keep them 
under the heel of lousy working cond itions and 
st ill worse job insecurity. Women work because 
they HAVE TO. because they a re ei ther the sole 

NO 'SINGLE TARGETS'--ALL OUT TOGETHER! 



FILE IS ONLY WAY TO GO 
1upport of tberruclves and their children, or be
caUJC their husbands are not paid enou,h by these 
very 11&111c auto boS3CS to support a family 52 
wttlu a year. So by putting to rest the bosoes' 
tool of women's "inferiority; the working clasa 
u a whole will be in .a much bcttci: position:· !O 
fight those boues without one band behind our 
bact1. 
~ . THE "NEUTRAL" GOVERNMENT- How 
many times have we bearcf and read about the "im
partiaT' judge or the "impartiar wage recom
mendation board, appointed by an "impartial" 
President or Prime Minister? This , is all a cover 
for one of the biggest frauds of all: that the poli
ticians are somehow "above it all" and can be 
"fair to both sides." Nonsense. AU_ politicians
whether Republican or Democrat; whether Con
ser'Vative or Labor or .. New Democratic" - repre
sent boSSCS' interests. The bosses always go to -
THEIR government to get injunctions breaking 
llrikes, to get cops to escort scabs · into struck·' 
plants, to call out the Army (as in the U.S. postal 
strilce and the Mont real taxi strike) or the Nation
al Guard (as against the Cleveland tcamsten~ 
wildcat); to shoot and jail worken as they did In 
Montreal when 600 postal driven resisted a mass 
government firing, one being shot and 20 jailed; 
or in the current Vancouver tugboat strike where 
the only rank and filc:r on the negotiating com
millcc got a six-month prison term for "violating 
a cour injunction." 

The 10 .. mment belonp to the clus ID power. 
Under this capltallot system It's the boaa who 
are ID power, so they control the 1ovemment. 
When wu the last time we saw cops 1olns Into the 
Board nf Dlrecton conference room of General 
Moton or Ford or Cbrysles, and bealln& up tbae 
bllllonnalres until they pve us a lhin& -1•1 
Let's not hold oar breaths for that one. The JOY• 

emmeot-and all Its hl-aocbes-ls an - ol the 
boats to keep the profits roU.1n1 ID. It always 
bu bees! and always wtU be-until we smula ·.tllesa 

ccmpletely. 
• ANTI-COMMUNISM---AII these bosses' 

weapons add up to the biggest trump card in the 
deck: the bi& lie that communists are enemies of 
the working class. Sure, boua hate communists 
bccaUJC we stand for an end to . their rule over 
workers. We stand for socialism and worlccn' 
power, where the working class would own the 
factories where - produce everything and would 
run the covemment to prevent bosses from ever 
coming baclc in. No -;vonder bosses wanl to turn 
workers apinst communists and prevent us froJD 
learning about communist ideas. Communism 
means not just less profits, but NO profits and 

NO PROFIT-MAKERS. When bosses spread lies 
about hoW" communism· and fascism be the 
"same," they do this bcca\l50 they know worker, 
hate fascists and want to capitalize on that cor
rect undentanding by transferring it to com
munists. You never heard a boss yell "fascist" 
when worl\cn walk out on a wildcat strike. But 
they sure as hell yell _"red" when worken take 

The Big Fight-Back 
But just because the worken have been bit with 

all these attacks doesn't mean that we're just 
talcing. it lying down. Auto worken in Canada, the 
U.S . and many· other countries are fighting baclc 
apinst these wonening conditions, battling not 
only against the companies but against the sellout 
union "leaden" as well. We have found that the 
only way to go is to wildcat! 

Since the lait contract there have been strilces 
and wildcats all over the continent. The Flint, 
Michigan Fisher Body strike wu the longest auto 
walkout in history. It was talcen over by the UAW 
International "leaders." who limited pickets to 
five at ·a pie," let foremen, finish off the jobs 

!Canadian Party of Labor and U.S. Progressive Labor Party: 

Revolutionary Communist Parties 
Union 04leadcrs.. who work with the bosses' 

profit system will ALWAYS end up selling us ouL 
Since they don't cha/Ieng, this system, they kup 
W lied 10 it. 

The Canadian Party of Labor (CPL) and the U.S. 
Prosna,ln Labor Party (PLP) oppose this boaes' 
system. We don't believe boats ban any "rip!" 
to malce proOt off oar labon. We believe that 
since the worlcin1 c1.. produces everytbln1 of 
•alue, t!i• workln1 class should reap the faU value 
of what we produce. We can only do that If we 
eliminate bcma, profits and a .,__..... system 
and 1ovemment. 

What we have now is a dictatorship of bosses. 
They own and control the factories; they run th~ 
government an!I make it do the bidding of their 
class interests by using courts9 cops, the army, 
jails, etc. against workers' class interests; they 
put on the wage freezes; they send workers and 
worken' sons to kill and be killed in wan apinst 
other worken; they create the racism which ex
tracts super-profits for them; they try to put the 
burdens of economic crisis-which the system cre
ates-onto our backs. The only way to change this 
is thtQYgh a revolution where the working class 
seizes state power and runs the government and 
factories under a worken' dictatonhip, for the 
benefit of all exploited people. 

We are dedicated to malcln1 sucb chaoses 
tbroucb a revolution led by the worlclns class and 
Its •ansuard communist party. This can only be 
done If workers' strugles are 1ulded by revolu
tloaarJ ldeu so that we can transform the tread
lllill of oar day-to-clay nperienc:es to 10 BE
YOND the framework of this boaes' system to 
a wor1c-· •y---.u... c-un1s1s -
Ille daa slrugle not maely ao economk-for 
betkr . ....... and COIIIIJd"om-bo,1 .. a polltlal 

-, to taM - - aWQ fna tho ..._ 

alt0&etber who use It to keep us on that treadmlll. 
Only a revolutionary communlsl party basins It
self on the Ideas of Manlsm-Leninllm-tbe moat 
powerful revolutionary force ID history-can tum 
the IIDCUSUII clus strvale Into a struuk for 
"aU the marbles." 
That this a a battle that goes beyond the boun

daries of any one country can be seen clearly 
in the struggles of auto workcn in the U.S. and 
Canada, working for the same bosses-the Big 
Three-and exploited under similar conditions. 
Both need unity in struggle, both need revolu
tionary change to solve our problems. And Cana
dian worken face the e,tra oppression of being 
the subject of both foreign bossc, (from the U.S.) 
who dominate the Canadian economy, and th, 
home-grown variety, who do the bidding of the 
U·.S . bosses and bankers while also trying to 
break away from this domination and grabbin1 
ALL the profits from the labor of Canadw, 
workcn. 

The CPL and PLP address ounelves joint!) 
to auto workcn in both countries. because we be 
lievc that int~rnational workinK class unity it 
the highest form of unity we can and must or
ganize in our class interests. This could become 
the mightiest force we could wield against the o
pression of bosses world-wide, to break down the 
divisive ideas spread by the bosses in selling 
white against black and Latin, men against wom
en, English-speaking against French-speaking, 
Canadian against U.S. workers. and non~m
munist against communist. 

A communist party, with -hers and leaders 
constantly <«-Ina from &mOftl Ille - allltant 
workers, Is needed to orpnlze revolutloiaary 
chanse. Tllat ls tbe pl ol the Canadian Party ot 
Uboo- and Ille U.S. Prosr-,..e Labor Party. 

militant actions, to try to divide militants and 
communists from other struggling worken and 
1top or cut off the leadenbip that can be given 
by these worken. 

When . any worker fights racism, inequality of 
women, union sellouts, or the "impartial" gov
ernment, be- or she is just about automatically 
labeled "communis1." And it's """· Because 
all these fights combined-along with one for unity 
of all workcn internationally-DO ADD UP TO 
A COMMUNIST POSmON. Every one of these 
ideas is part of a communist point of view bc
caUJC they all ttrw the ini,rests of th, workinl{ 
,/Jw. S 
class. So the bossd bate it like the plague and 
UJC their control of. the press, radio, movies and 
TV to picture communists as the worken' de.adly 
enemy. That's ab_out as true a picture as bc
licving the )>osscs to be the workers· friends. 
This is why they try to prevent us from even dis
tributing these flyers or selling our newspapers 
to auto workers and othcn. 

inside. and didn't lift a finger to organi,.e support 
from other plants in the area. The American 
Moton strike was typical: run by the "leaders." 
kept us split, kept the strike from spreading. and 
traded off needed demands in negotiations with 
the company. 

And wildcatting workers scored a victory in 
Ford's Oakville plant near Burlington. Ontario 
where S,600 worken walked out to protest com
pany introduction of the "tag" system of breaks 
keeping the line running all the time with individu
aJ worken being relieved one at a time. The 
rank-and-file unity of tpe workers was able to 

Picketing American Moton ofter tuming down 
lnitlol Nllout deal mod• by bosses and UAW. 

maintain the system of shuttinJ the line alto
gether while ALL worken took their breaks at 
one time. 

In Milpitas, California Ford worken wild· 
called against the lirin& of a fellow worker. Un
ion phonies made a deal to re-hire the worker 
but let the company lire one of the wildcat 
leaden. It was the same story for other wild
cats in Detroit and elsewhere. 

Strikes against auto bosses are taking place all 
over the world. In France and Italy auto workers 
have shut plants for week, over low wages and 
grievances. In England the wildcattin& of ~ord 
workcn became a national issue which the .. La
bor" 1ovemmcnt had .to move in on and put · down 
the work.en. The strikes in France two years air.o 
spread from one industry to another. against the 
governmcnt·s policies or protecting profit!. at the 
expense of keeping workers' wagt1 down. Had the 
workers had real communist leadcrship- in,tcad 
of the frauds parading under the name of "Com
munist Pany" in France-they could have toppled 



the government and bosses themsd ves. Instead . 
these phonies delivered them right back into the 
irrms of their oppressors by channeling the mili
tant nat ion-wide general strike into the bosses· 
election process. 

These are the kind of actions tha t are needed in 
the U.S. and Canada-against inflatio n, unemploy
ment and the obsses• wars tha t intensify these 
evils while killing tens of thousands of U.S. and 
Asian workers, so that these bosses can make 
super profits off the labor of Vietnamese wark
crs getting S 1.40 a day in Saigon- and then -0sc 
these workers against us here. 

A Call To Action 
The fight shaping up ibis Fall- between auto 

worken and the Qig Three will be a crucial one, 
not just in auto but for the entire working class 
in Canada and the u:s: Whft happens here will 
set a pattern- good or bad- for other workers to 
follow or ~ bound by. And it will determine, to 
some extent, how hard and for how much ·auto 
...,rkcn - will labor for these bosses. Therefore, 
we cannot afford to be sucked in like we have been 
in the put. We must do at least four things: 
. 1( REFUSE TO WORK ON THE NEW MODEL. 
No otalllaa on llrlke ldlon until the "neaotlatecl" 
- esplno Sept. 14, wlll1e the companies 
otocltpit die '71 model &lld al•• themselves a 
........, to outlaol m ID a llrlke. That's why 
d,ey're ..,...... to ao earlier chanaeover .this year 
.... ao euUer return to worlt, for the· moot pari
llley. wut to han u maoy '71 models finished u 
,_... before we llhut down production. So ao 
intrr,u,//o11a/ walkout must begin btfor, ont new 
motkl com-, off tht /in-,. 

2) NO "TARGET" COMPANIES; WE ALL 
ST.RIKE -AT ONCE. Lei's not fall for this phony 
deal about "putting the pressure on one comapny 
·to aenle and ICl the patten, for the other two." 
Thia only divides auto workers and makes for a 
biger sellout settlement u the "pattern." We 
snust UNITE ALL AUTO WORKERS working for 
• JJil ThRe · in Canada and the. U.S. in one 
mipty wave against the companies, to gain maxi
mum itrcngth for this battle for higher wages, 
shorter hours, no layoffs. a full · cost-<>f-living 

clause. a decent pension. an end to company rac
isl practices and cont rol over speed-up. And we 
must not allow the UAW .. leaders .. to force us 
back to work while even one plant's workers arc 
fighting on "local issues." We an have "local 
issues"- it is really a nat ional issue. By going 
back while others arc st ill out we arc really 
scabbing against thei r j ust dema nds. So NO ONE 
SHOULD GO BACK UNTIL ALL G RIEVANCES 
ARE WON. . 

3) STRIKE SUPPORT-We must not fight by 
ourselves. -We must take the init.iative . to go to 
other workers in our immediate areas. and ino
bilizc support for our actions. This includes mon
ey, food, pickets, mass demonstrations, involving 
whole famil ies (ours as. well as others), etc. We 
must really show the bosses and union sellouts 
that the WHOLE working class is united behind 
us: AND THE BEST WAY TO DO THIS IS FOR 
US, 'NOW, TO ORGANIZE. SU PPORT FOR 
OT HER WORKERS ON STJlIKE BEFORE WE 
GO OUT. This includes rubber workers. hospital 
workers, postal workers (if they go • out again), • 
city workers, and any other group that begins a 
fight against the bosses before the F all . When we 
do that we will be in the best position to ask for 
support for our own actions, and ihc reason and 
necessity for it will be best undc~ood- it will 
show, in life, that ihe more and betur unity we 
have, the stronger we become. 

4) RANK-AND-FILE WOR KERS' COMMIT
TEES MUST j!E ORGANIZED TO CARRY OUT 
OUR PROGRAM. None of our needs can be fought 
for by relying on the union "leaders" who have 
sold u, out time after time ·in the past. To be able 
to rely on ourselves means we have to ORGAN
IZE to do it. It won't j ust happen. AND WE ARE 
THE ONES WHO MUST AND CAN DO IT- no
body's going to do it for us. These committees 
must be :,rganizcd in .every department, on a 
plant-wide basis, and then must link up to auto 
workers all pvcr the area .. d nationally. Tl)c 
companies arc wcll-<>rganizcd INTERN A TION
ALLY, the UAW uses our monay to1 oil their ma-

chine, the government is all set to come in-with 
force if necessary. or coun · injunctions, jail sen
lenccs. etc. - so we have to get moving. The one 
thing we have going for us is that WE PRODUCE 
TH E CA RS AN b T HE P ROFITS- nobody else. 
All those parasites can't exist without us. But we 
certainly could do very well without them. That's 
why they keep us so divided with racism, men 
against women. one nation's workers against 
another's, and with anti-communism. To bcal all 
that we have to ORGANIZE OUR STRENGTH. 

AUTO WORKERS IN CANADA AND THE 
UNITED ST A TES: 

• STRIKE BEFORE A SINGLE NEW MODEL 
IS PRODUCED! 

• WE ALL GO OUT AND STAY OUT TO
GETHER UNTIL OUR DEMANDS ARE WON! 
NO "HALF-WAY" ACTIONS! 

• WIN THE SUPPORT OF THE WHOLE 
WORKING CLASS BY SUPPORTiNG ALL 
OTHER WORKERS! 

• UNITEI SMASH THE BOSSES TOOLS OF 
RACISM, NATIONALISM, INEQUALITY OF 
WOMEN, GOVERNMENT "IMPARITALITY" 

.AND ANTI-COMMUNISMI 
• RELY ON OURSELVES( GO INTO BATTLE 

WITH ORGANIZED RANK-AND-FILE COMMIT
TEES TO LEAD OUR FIGHT AGAINST THE UN
HOLY ALLIANCE OF BILL10NNAIR.E ·BOSSES, 
THEIR GOVERNMENT STOOGES AND UAW 
FINKS! . 

• ARM OURSELVES WITH COMMUNIST 
IDEAS, HARNESSED TO OUR EVERY-DAY 
STRUGGLE IN AN UNBEATABLE COMBINA
TION TO BRING DOWN THIS BOSSES' SYS
TEM AND INSTALL WORKERS' POWER! 

We wlD be i.u1n1 more such flyers to auto 
worken hi the .-1n1 montlu, u well • ..uJna 
..., newspapers which ~• of uto -'worl,on 
ue bqylna; relldln& aod spreadln1 within the auto 
plants. Y- can . aabicrihe aod meet m to dllc,m 
mutual problems &M 11rUQ1es by f1I11na out the 
eoupono on this pap. 

NO 'SINGLE TARGETS' --ALL OUT TOGETHER! 

to the 

Canadian 
·Worker 
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